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PERSONAL APPEAL AND SYNOPSIS OF CASE ISSUES FOR BREVITY
INCLUDED AS PART OF THIS PETITION (1)
To Supreme Court Justices, and Clerks:

I am writing this personal cover lette1· regarding this 4th petition I have filed
against the Internal Revenue Service that involves at least 150 milHon Americans
similarly situated on 2 longstanding constitutional controversies (and related
progeny) that have not been remedied or redressed to any degree by the lower
courts, or this court despite, this court's precedent.
I am a disabled Navy veteran since 1972, filing pro se, who has been fighting
this battle mostly alone for 10 years and never provided a 7 th Amendment jury trial,

let alone any attorney help, despite repeated requests for both. Time prohibits me
from explaining the attacks and damage I have personally been under, and the
fraudulent assessment, unlawful garnishments and other issues I've experienced for
merely ask questions on conflicting evidence of record, and demanding proof of debt.

I've been denied court discovery of. and FOIA request for, exculpatory documents
and information, and which likely countless other Americans similarly situated

The United States Supreme Court, in Haines v Kerner 404 U.S. 519 (1972) stated that
all litigants defending themselves must be afforded the opportunity to present their evidence and
that the Court should look to the substance of the complaint rather than the form, and that a
minimal amount of evidence is necessary to support contention of lack of good faith. Fortney v.
US., C.A.9 (Nev.) 1995, 59 F.3d 117; The spirit of all these rules is to settle controversies upon
their merits rather than to dismiss actions on technical grounds, to permit amendments liberally...
Fierstein v. Piper Aircraft Corp., D. C.Pa. 1948, 79 F.Supp. 217; It is contrary to spirit of these
rules for decisions on merits to be avoided on basis of mere technicalities. Forman v. Davis,
Mass.19632, 83 S.Ct. 227, 371 US. 178m 9 K,Ed2d 222, on remand 316 F.2d 254; Spirit of
these rules is that technical requirements are abolished and that judgments should be founded on
facts and not on formalistic defects. Builders Corp. ofAmerica v. US., C.A. Cal. 1958, 259 F2d
1

766.
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I am writing to implore this court to carefully review this petition which is
Jeffrey T. Maehr v United States, and to finally hear and complet.ely settle these
tax questions and the unchecked presumptive actions by the IRS for the last 75
years, under color of law and ignoring standing precedent, and standing on
misinterpretation for plain disregard) of clear historical data that has become
openly available due to comput.er and internet researching technologies.
Light has been exposing the misapplication of tax laws which has been
severely stifling American's finances and lives. This MUST be addressed and
quieted, and confidence in the now perceived corrupted and treasonous court
system restored. Millions of Americans are now aware of the IRS' unconstitutional
government administrative activity being routinely suppressed, among many other
threats to liberty in these United States.
Isn't it time to address these uncomfortable, yet factually true, constitutional
issues that could transform American's lives while re·establishing constitutional
parameters and limiting the breach of our Constitutional Republic and government
expansion beyond the bounds of standing law?
Thank you ahead of time for your support of the fundament constitutional
questions that are at issue, for all Americans, and for holding government
accountable to the rule of law. Please see attached Appendix of issues below.
Respectfully submitted,

�4L
Jeffrey T. Maehr

APPENDIX SYNOPSIS OF RELEVANT ISSUES
1. Due process oflaw denied on submitted evidence in first 7 Motions to Quash
third party summons, and on subsequent 9 cases with further evidence to date,
including three times to this U.S. Supreme Court.
2. Defendant/IRS/DOJ three times filed motions to waive the right to respond to the
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petitions, which under Federal Rules of Civil Procedlll·e, Rule 55, is an automatic
default, and is a continued denial of due process and Redress of Grievance if no
response is forthcoming. This court is charged with upholding the constitution and
rule of law. It is charged with defending Americans rights and upholding liberty
and truth in law. This is a major truth and liberty issue and this court has now had
three opportunities to address the evidence, and now before it, a fourth.
Petitioner filed NOTICES of Default (in cases 12-6169 & 16-8625) prior to
this Court's last case Conference, but the Notice was returned for alleged non
compliance with Rule 15.8. Petitioner has reviewed Rule 15.8 and can find no
obvious compliance issues, and Petitioner points out to this court and its clerks that
this, and other courts, have already ruled on form not over-riding substance and
merit. Petitioner also called the court to inquire on Rule 55 default not being
entered, as is mandatory for the clerk, and was told by the clerk that the Supreme
Court doesn't follow that Rule. (12-07-12 recording available).
3. Denial of required hearing to present evidence and argument before the IRS on
the issues prior to any lawsuits despite repeated requests. Redress of Grievance has
been 1·epeatedly denied since 2003, with specific statements that the IRS "will not
respond" outside of court to valid questions despite taxpayer bill of rights, and even
in court, they, and the courts, still refuse to respond, effectively denying redress and
due process completely.
4. U.S. Supreme Court stare decisis was repeatedly ignored and dismissed as
frivolous despite never having been adjudicated in any past lower courts where
citations were used as "evidence" despite never having addressed the evidence
specifically in any of those cited courts.
5. IRS maliciously manufactured an assessment without any supporting financial or
other evidence of record, and contrary to other social security government records

proving assessment as frivolous, which is likely standard operating procedure for

countless assessments against Americans.

6. IRS garnishment of 100% of my social security since February, 2016, contrary to
standing statutes limiting garnishment to 15%, as well as claims, with district
court-supported (remanded by 10th Circuit) of IRS "authority'' to also garnish all my
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veteran's disability compensation (70% disabled, 100% unemployability) contrary to
standing statutes (26 U.S. Code§ 6334, Property exempt from levy) and U.S.
Supreme Court precedent in Porter. (Likely happening to untold numbers of other
American and veterans similarly situated).
7. Denial of discovery of exculpatory documents by District and 10th Circuit courts
and suppressed by the IRS.
8. Two Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request violations by the IRS, raising yet
another suit (still in litigation but being slow-walked through adjudication) for
documents denied through discovery, which are exculpatory for me and inculpatory
against Respondent, but to date, appear to be either missing or destroyed. These
pre-assessment documents appear to have possibly been moved "off-site", twice, for
some reason, (or some document trail has led to off-site locations) yet original in·
house Respondent manufactured documents used to manufacture the assessment
remain in the records...
9. Revocation of passport unconstitutional case of first impression now in 10th
Circuit awaiting ruling after oral arguments, and represented by Denver attorney
firm.
10. Denial of attorney representation except for pro bono representation on passport
case.
11. Denial of jury of my peers under the 7th Amendment to hear all the denied
evidence, and denial of grand jury access despite repeated notices to court judges
with evidence.
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No. _20-1344______

INTHE

Supreme Court of the
United States
♦
Jeffrey T. Maehr,

Petitioner

V.

Unit.ed States

♦
On Petition for a Writ of Certiorari
The United States Court of Appeals
For the Federal Circuit

♦
Jeffrey T. Maehr

♦

Respondent

Questions Presented

1. Can the IRS/United States government/Respondent and lower courts
consistently call U.S. Supreme Court standing case precedent (stare decisis) on the
definition of income, as "legally frivolous" and lacking legal merit, despite clear
conflicts between this court's past rulings, and the lower courts continuing rulings,
and in IRS administrative actions in taxing, assessments and levies on untold
numbers of Americans, and not be bound by such standing precedent?
2. Can the IRS/United States government/Respondent refuse to follow this
court's plain definition of "income" while ignoring the historically understood
definition of "income" declared by this court, and label said rulings as "legally
frivolous," especially where Defendant's own code fails to lawfully define "income?'
3. Can the IRS/United States government/Respondent, despite clear conflicts
between this court's stare decisis and the lower courts rulings, merely presume
without clear, unambiguous evidence and definitions, that the 1913, 16th
Amendment authorized a "new" tax on millions of private American's wages, salary
or compensation for service, contrary to this court's claim otherwise, and use
statutory presumption alone to enforce such an unconstitutional tax on Americans?
4. Can the IRS/United States government/Respondent levy ALL Petitioner's
(and all American's similarly situated) social security, threaten all veteran's
protected disability compensation, and all business assets based on an unverified
and unproven assessment, deny discovery of exculpatory documents, and effectively
destroy any American's ability to survive?
5. Can all the courts/judges and all district attorneys, et al, routinely dismiss,

manipulate and control all access and proceedings of the Grand Jury process,
including denying access to private Americans, despite filing a NOTICE under
FRCP 6(a)(l) and 18 U.S.C. 4 of various crimes oceurring to various authorities, and
contrary to this court's U.S. v Williams 1992 decision on the purpose for the Grand
Jury, especially where evidence of criminal activity is presented?
ii
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APPENDIXG
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APPENDIXH
Exhibit H - Mother's bank garnishment worksheet
TABLE OF AUTHORITIES CITED
STATUTES/CONSTITUTION/OTHER SOURCES CITED
5 U.S.C. § 556(d) ..................................................P. 14
Burden of proof. (d) Except as otherwise provided by statute, the proponent of
a rule or order has the burden of proof.Any oral or documentary evidence
may be received, but the agency as a matter of policy shall provide for the
exclusion of irrelevant, immaterial, or unduly repetitious evidence. A
sanction may not be imposed or rule or order issued except on consideration
of the whole record or those parts thereof cited by a party and supported by
and in accordance with the reliable, probative, and substantial evidence. The
agency may, to the extent consistent with the interests of justice and the
policy of the underlying statutes administered by the agency, consider a
violation of section 557(d) of this title sufficient grounds for a decision
adverse to a party who has knowingly committed such violation or knowingly
caused such violation to occur. A party is entitled to present his case or
defense by oral or documentary evidence, to submit rebuttal evidence, and to
conduct such cross-examination as may be required for a full and true
iv
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disclosure of the facts.
5 U .S.C.§ 702. (See also 47 U .S.C. § 202(b)(6) (FC C); 15 U.S.C. § 77i(a) (SEC); 16
U.S.C. § 825a(b) (FPC)) ........ .................................. P. 13, 34
The statutory right most relied on was the judicial review section of the
Administrative Procedure Act, which provided that "[a] person suffering legal
wrong because of agency action,. or adversely affected or aggrieved by agency
5th Amendment . . . . ......... . . ... . ... . . . . ......................... P. 3, 4
No person shall be...deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process
of law;
th
7 Amendment: .....................................................P.8

In suits at common law, where the value in controversy shall exceed twenty
dollars, the right of trial by jury shall be preserved.
14th A.m.endment ....................................................P. 3
...nor shall any state deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without
due process of law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal
protection of the laws.
16th Amendment ...................P.10, 15, 16, 21, 25, 26, 27, 33, 16, 18, 21, 25
·'The Congress shall have power to lay and collect taxes on incomes, from
whatever source derived, without apportionment among the several States,
and without regard to any census or enumeration."
18 U.S. Code§ 4 · Misprision of felony..................................P. 29
Whoever, haring knowledge of the actual commission of a felony cognizable
by a court of the United States, conceals and does not as soon as possible
make known the same to some judge or 0th.er person in civil or military
authority under the United States, shall be fined under this title or
imprisoned not more than three years, or both. (Emphasis added).
18 U.S. Code§ 3332 · Powers and duties................................ P. 30
(a) It shall be the duty of each such grand jury impaneled within any judicial
district to inquire into offenses against the criminal laws of the United States
V

alleged to have been committed within that district.Such alleged offenses
may be brought to the attention of the grand jury by the court or by any
attorney appearing on behalf of the United States for the presentation of
evidence.Any such attorney receiving information concerning such an alleged
offense from any other person shall, if requested by such other person,
inform the grand jury of such alleged offense, the identity of such other
person, and such attorney's action or recommendation.
(b) Whenever the district court determines that the volume of business of the
special grand jury exceeds the capacity of the grand jury to discharge its
obligations, the district court may order an additional special grand jury for
that district to be impaneled. (Added Pub. L. 91-452, title I,§ l0l(a), Oct.15,
1970, 84 Stat_ 924.) (Emphasis added).
26 U.S. Code §61 - Gross income defined ................................P.23
(a) General definition - Except as otherwise provided in this subtitle, gross
income means all income from whatever source derived, including (but not
limited to) the following items...
26 U.S. Code §6331.Levy and distraint ................................ P. 28
(h) Continumg levy on certain payments. (1) In general;
If the Secretary approves a levy under this subsection, the effect of such levy
on specified payments to or received by a taxpayer shall be continuous from
the date such levy is first made until such levy is released.Notwithstanding
section 6334, such continuous levy shall attach to up to 15 percent of any
specified payment due to the taxpayer_
26 U.S. Code §6334, Property exempt from levy ........................ P. 8, 28
A(l0) Certain service connected disability payments. Any amount payable to
an individual as a service-connected (within the meaning of section 101(16) of
title 38, United States Code) disability benefit under(A) subchapter II, III, IV, V, or VI of chapter 11 of such title 38, or
(B) chapter 13, 21, 23, 31, 32, 34, 35, 37, or 39 of such title 38.
28 U.S.C. § 1631...................................................P.30
Under 28 U.S.C. § 1631, when a federal court does not have jurisdiction over
a case, that court may transfer it to another federal court that does have
jurisdiction if the transfer is in the interest of justice.
vi
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45 Congressional Record, 4420 (1909) ..................................P.15
"Mr.Heflin.'An income tax seeks to reach the unearned wealth of the
country and to make it pay its share.' 4423 Mr.Heflin.'But sir, when you tax
a man on his income, it is because his property is productive. He pays out of
his abundance because he has got the abundanee.'"
1913 Congressional Record, P.3843, 3844; Senator Albert B.Cummins ...P.14, 25
"The word 'income' has a well defined meaning before the amendment of the
Constitution was adopted. It has been defined in all of the courts of this
country ...If we could call anything that we pleased income, we could
obliterate all the distinction between income and principal. The Congress
can not affect the meaning of the word 'income' by any legislation
whatsoever..."
Black's Law Dictionary, 6th Edition, page 500 .........................P.1, 4
"Due process of law implies the right of the person affected thereby to be
present before the tribunal which pronounces judgment upon the question of
life, liberty, or property, in its most comprehensive sense; to be heard, by
testimony or otherwise, and to have the right of controverting, by proof, every
material fact which bears on the question of right in the matter involved.If
any question of fact or liability be conclusively presumed against him, this is
not due process of law."
Black's Law Dictionary, 2nd Edition, "Income Tax" ... ...................P. 15
"A tax on the yearly profits arising from property, professions, trades and
offices." See also 2 Bteph. Comm 573.Levi v. Louisville, 97 Ky.394, 30 S.W.
973. 28 L.R..A.. 480; Parker Insurance Co., 42 La. Ann 428, 7 South. 599."
"Derivation Code Sections of the Internal Revenue Code of 1939 and 1954" dated
January 21, 1992 found at
http :flsedm.org/Litigation/09-Reference/DerivOfCodeSectOflRC.pdf..........P. 26

hzternal Revenue Manual: 4.10. 7.2.9.8 Ol ·OI-2006) .....................P. 2, 12
1.Decisions made at various levels of the court system are considered to be
interpretations of tax laws and may be used by either examiners or taxpayers
to support a position.
2. Certain court cases lend more weight to a position than others. A case
decided by the U.S. Supreme Court becomes the law of the land and takes
vii
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precedence over decisions of lower courts. The Internal Revenue Service must
follow Supreme Court decisions. For examiners, Supreme Court decisions
have the same weight as the Code.
President Taft's letter to Congress,June 16th , 1909........................P. 26
In part..."I therefore recommend to the Congress that both Houses, by a two·
thirds vote, shall propose an amendment to the Constitution conferring the
power to levy an inrome tax upon the National Govemmentwithout
apportionment among the States in proportion to population.This course is
much to be preferred to the one proposed of reenacting a law once judicially
declared to be unconstitutional. For the Congress to assume that the court
will reverse itself, and to enact legislation on such an assumption, will not
strengthen popular confidence in the stability of judicial construction of the
Constitution.It is much wiser policy to accept the decision and remedy the
defect by amendment in due and regular course." (Emphasis added).
Stare Decisis ... . ... . . . .. ..... . ... ...... . ....... ... . . . ...... ...... ..P. 1
'To stand by that which is decided.' The principal that the precedent
decisions are to be followed by the courts. To abide or adhere to decided cases.
It is a general maxim that when a point has been settled by decision, it forms
a precedent which is not afterwards to be departed from.An appeal court's
panel is "bound by decisions of prior panels. United States v. Washington,
872 F .2d 874, 880 (9th Cir. 1989).Woradi-Shalal v. Fireman� Fund Ins.
Companies(I988) 46 Cal.3d 287, 296.) "According to the Supreme Court,
stare deeisis "promotes the evenhande� predictable� and consistent
development of legal principles, fosters reliance on judicial decisions, and
contributes to the actual and perceived integrity of the judicial process." In
practice, the Supreme Court will usually defer to its previous decisions even
if the soundness of the decision is in doubt.A benefit of this rigidity is that a
court need not continuously reevaluate the legal underpinnings of past
decisions and accepted doctrines. Moreover, proponents argu.e that the
predictability afforded by the doctrine helps clarify constitutional rights for
the public." Cornell University Law School.
Taxpayer Advocate Service - 2017 Annual Report to Congress - Volume One,
"152,413,600 individual returns filed" ..................................P.13
Treasury Department's Division of Tax Research publication, "Collection at Source
of the Individual Normal Income Tax," 1941 ... .........................P.16
"For 1936, taxable income tax returns filed represented only 3.9% of the
viii

population . ..[O]nly a small proportion of the population of the United
States is covered by the income tax."

Treasury Inspector General for Tax Administration-TIGTA. (Audit Report No.

201 2-30-066) ... ...................................................P.11
"The use of any such terminology is barred under a provision of the IRS
Restructuring and Reform Act of '98, the audit said .Internal Revenue Service
(IR S) Restructuring and Reform Act of 1998 (RRA 98)1 Section 3707
prohibits the IR S from using Illegal Tax Protester or any similar
designations."

Cases cited:

A.C. Aukerman Co. v. R.L. Chaides Const. Co., 960 F.2d 1020, 1037 (Fed. Cir.1992)
............................................................P. 7, 14, 19
"This court has never treated a presumption as any form of evidence."

Adarand Constructors, Inc. v Pena 515 U.S. 200 (1995), Citing Justice O'Connor...

. . . . ... . . ... ... . .. ... . . .. . .. . . .. ..... . .. . . . ... . .. . ........ . .. . . . . P. 10
"Remaining true to an 'intrinsically sounder' doctrine established in prior
cases better serves the values of Stare Decisis than would following a more
recently decided case inconsistent with the decisions that came before it; the
latter course would simply compound the recent error, and would likely make
the unjustified break from previously established doctrine complete. In such
a situation, 'special justification' exists to depart from the recently decided
case."

Adkins v. Children's Hospital, 261 U.S.at 558 .............. ... ..........P. 18
"In principle, there can be no difference between the case of selling labor and
the case of selling goods ."

American Communications Assn. v. Douds 339 U.S. 382 (1950) ........... P. 4, 11
"Speech may be fought with speech. Falsehoods and fallacies must be
exposed, not suppressed ..The power to tax is not the power to destroy while
this Court sits ...Thought control is a copyright of totalitarianism, and we
have no claim to it. It is not the function of our Government to keep the
citizen from falling into error; it is the function of the citizen to keep the
Government from falling into error."
ix

Atkins vs. Lanning, D.C. Okl., 415 F.Supp. 186, 188. Black's Law Dictionary, 6th
Edition..... ............................ ................... P.10, 17, 21

Color of law: "The appearance or resemblance, without the substance, of legal
right. Misuse of power... and made possible only because wrongdoers are
clothed with the authority ...is action taken under 'color of law.'
Berger v. United States, 95 U.S.78, 88 55 S.Ct. 629, 633, 79 L.Ed. 1314 ...... P.2
Boathe v. Teny, 713 F.2d 1405, at 1414 (1983) ...........................P.13
"The taxpayer must be liable for the tax. Tax liability is a condition precedent
to the demand. Merely demanding payment, even repeatedly, does not cause
liability".
Bowers v. Kerbaugh-Empire Co.> 271 U.S. 170; 46 S.Ct.449 (1926) ..........P. 25
"It was not the purpose or effect of that amendment to bring any new subject
within the taxing power."
Brushaber v. Union Pac. R.R. Co..,. 240 U.S. 1, 11, 12, 18 (1916) ............. P. 15
"We are of opinion, however, that the confusion is not inherent, but rather
arises from the conclusion that the 16th Amendment provides for a hitherto
unknown power of taation; that is, a power to levy an income tax which,
although direct, should not be subject to the regulations of apportionment
applicable to all other direct taxes.And the far reaching effect of this
erroneous assumption will be made clear by generalizing the many
contentions advanced in argument to support it ...But it clearly results that
the proposition and the contentions under it, if acceded to, would cause one
provision of the Constitution to destroy another; that is, they would result in
bringing the provisions of the Amendment exempting a direct tax from
apportionment into irreconcilable conflict with the general requirement that
all direct tax.es be apportioned. Moreover, the tax authorized by the
Amendment, being direct, would not come under the rule of uniformity
applicable under the Constitution to other than direct taxes, and thus it
would come to pass that the result of the Amendment would be to authorize a
particular direct tax not subject either to apportionment or to the rule of
geographical uniformity, thus giving power to impose a different tax in one
state or states than was levied in another state or states. This result, instead
of simplifying the situation and making clear the limitations on the taxing
power, which obviously the Amendment must have been intended to
accomplish, would create radical and destructive changes in our
X

constitutional system and multiply confusion. Indeed, from another point of
view, the Amendment demonstrates that no such purpose was intended, and
on the contrary shows that it was drawn with the object of maintaining the
limitations of the Constitution and harmonizing their operation.We say this
because it is to be observed that although from the date of the Hylton Case,
because of statements made in the opinions in that case, it had come to be
accepted that direct taxes in the constitutional sense were confined to taxes
levied directly on real estate because of its ownership, the Amendment
contains nothing repudiation or challenging the ruling in the Pollock Case
that the word 'direct' had a broader significance, since it embraced also taxes
levied directly on personal property because of its ownership, and therefore
the Amendment at least impliedly makes such wider significance a part of
the Constitution ... [The Pollock court] recognized the fact that taxation on
income was in its nature an excise entitled to be enforced as such unless and
until it was concluded that to enforce it would amount to accomplishing the
result which the requirement as to apportionment of direct tax was adapted
to prevent, i n which case the duty would arise to disregard the form and
consider the substance alone and hence subject the tax to the regulation of
apportionment which otherwise as an excise would not apply."

Butchers' Union Co. v. Crescent Cit� Colorado, 111 U.S.7 46, 757 (1883) ...P. 18, 19
"It has been well said that, the property which every man has in his own
labor, as it is the original foundation of all other property, so it is the most
sacred and inviolable ..."

Chas. C. Steward Mach. Co. v. Davis, (1937) No. 837 ......................P. 15
·'...historically an excise is a tax upon the enjoyment of commodities."

Cheek v U.S., 498 U.S.197 (1991) .................................... P. 20
"The court described Cheek's beliefs about the income tax system[5] and
instructed the jury that if it found that Cheek 'honestly and reasonably
believed that he was not required to pay income taxes or to file tax returns,'
App. 8 lr a not guilty verdict should be returned."

Conner v. United States, 303 F. Supp.1187 (1969) P. 1191= 47 C.J.S. Internal

Revenue 98, P.226 ..................................................P. 15
"(2] Whatever may constitute income, therefore, must have the essential
feature of gain to the recipient. This was true when the 16th amendment
became effective, it was true at the time of the decision in Eisner v.
XI

MacomheJ; it was true under section 22(a) of the Internal Revenue Code of
1939, and it is true under section 61(a) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.
If there is no gain, there is no income." "[1] ...It [income] is not synonymous
with receipts. Simply put, pay from a job is a 'wage,' and wages are not
taxable. Congress has taxed income, not compensation ."
Coppage v. Kansas? 236 U.S. 1, at 14, 23, 24 (1915) ... ................... P. 19
"Included in the right of personal liberty and the right of private property are
taking of the nature of each is the right to make contracts for the acquisition
of property. The chief among such contracts instead of personal employment,
by which in labor and other services are exchanged for money or other forms
of property. If this right be struck down or arbitrarily interfered with, there is
a substantial impairment of liberty in the long established constitutional
sense.The right is as essential to the laborer as to the capitalist, to the poor
as to the rich; for the vast majority of persons have no other artists away to
begin to acquire property, save by working for money... The right to follow
any lawful vocation and to make contracts is as completely within the
protection of the Constitution as the right to hold property free from
unwarranted seizure, or the liberty to go when and where one will. One of the
ways of obtaining property is by contract. The right, therefore, to contract
cannot be infringed by the legislature without violating the letter and spirit
of the Constitution. Every citizen is protected in his right to work where and
for whom he will.He may select not only his employer, but also his
associates."

Crandall v. Nevada., 6 Wall 35, p. 46, 18 L Ed 745, p.748 ....... .......... P.20
"That the power to tax involves the power to destroy ... ; that the power to
destroy may defeat and render useless the power to create;
Del Vecchio v. Bowers? 296 U.S. 280, 286, 56 S.Ct. 190, 193, 80 L.Ed. 229, (1935) ...
........ ............. .. ............ . ...
...... .. .. . ........ . .P. 7, 14, 19
"[Al presumption is not evidence."

Doyle v. Mitchell Brother, Co., 247 U S 179 (1918) ........................ P. 14
"We must reject in this case ...the broad contention submitted in behalf of
the Government that all receipts everything that comes in are income
within the proper definition of the term 'income' ..."

Economy Plumbing & Heating Co., Inc.? et al. v. the United States. No. 226·65. Dec.

12, 1972 ..........................................................P. 22
Xll

"They (the revenue laws) relate to taxpayers, and not to nontaxpayers.The
latter are without their scope. No procedure is prescribed for nontaxpayers,
and no attempt is made to annul any of their rights and remedies in due
cou:rse of law."
Edwards v. Keith, 231 F. 110 (2nd Cir.1916) ... ........................P.16
"The statute and the statute alone determines what is income to be taxed.It
taxes only income 'derived' from many different sources; one does not 'derive
income' by rendering services and charging for them."
Eisner v Macomber, 252 US 189, 205 206 (1920) . . . .....................P.25
"The 16th Amendment must be construed in connection with the taxing
clauses of the original Constitution and the effect attributed to them before
the amendment was adopted."
Evans vs. Gore, 253 US 245, 263 (1920) ................................ P.25
"... It manifestly disregards the fact that by the previous ruling it was
settled that the provisions of the 16 th Amendment conferred no new power of
taxation."
Federal Crop Insurance Corporation v. Merrill, 332 U.S. 380 (1947) .......... P. 7
"The United States Supreme Court requires proof of authority in assertions
of power by anyone dealing with a person claiming government authority."
Fed. R. Crim. P.6(a)(l).............................................. P.30
When the public interest so requires, the court must order that one or more
grand juries be summoned.
Fiction of Law......................................................P. 7
..An assumption or supposition of law that something which is or may be false
is true, or that a state of facts exists which has never really taken place. An
assumption, for purposes of justice, of a fact that does not or may not exist. A
rule of law which assumes as true, and will not allow to be disproved,
something which is false, but not impossible. Ryan v. Motor Credit Co., 30
N.J.Eq. 531, 23 A.2d 607,621. Blacks Law Dictionary, 6th Edition."
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law ............................ P.4, 7, 9
"The parties are entitled to know the findings and conclusions on all of the
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issues of fact, law, or discretion presented on the record." citing Butz v.
Economou 438 U.S.478, 98 S. Ct. 2894, 57 L.Ed. 2d 895, (1978). Federal
Maritime Commission v. South Carolina State Ports Authorit� et al.
Flint v. Stone 1racyCo., 2 20 U.S.107, 31 S.Ct.34 2, 349 (1911) .............P.15
"Excises are taxes laid upon:
"(1.) the manufacture, sale or consumption of commodities within the
country,
"( 2.) upon licenses to pursue certain occupations, and
"(3.) upon corporate privileges."
Flint, Supra at 151-15 2 ............................................. P.19
" ... [T]he requirement to pay such tax.es involves the exercise of the privilege
and if business is not done in the manner described no tax is payable ... [I]t
is the privilege which is the subject of the tax and not the mere buying,
selling or handling of goods."
Fortney v. U.S.,. C.A.9 (Nev.) 1995, 59 F.3d 117 ..........................P.11
"The United States Supreme Court, in Haines v. Kerner404 U.S.519 (1972)
stated that all litigants defending themselves must be afforded the
opportunity to present their evidence and that the Court should look to the
substance of the complaint rather than the form, and that a minimal amount
of evidence is necessary to support contention of lack of good faith."
Galloway Farms, Inc. u. United States, 834 F.2d 998, 1000 (Fed. Cir.1987) (citing
Zinger Constr. Co. u. United States, 753 F.2d 1053, 1055 (Fed. Cir.1985)) .... P. 30
"relat[ing] to claims which are nonfrivolous and as such should be decided on
the merits."
Gamble v United States, No. 17-646, Justice Thomas concurring........P.1, 4, 10
"Our judicial duty to interpret the law requires adherence to the original
meaning of the text. For that reason, we should not invoke stare decisis
to uphold precedents that are demonstrably erroneous." Justice Clarence
Thomas explained that, "if the Court encounters a decision that is
demonstrably erroneous-i.e., one that is not a permissible interpretation of
the text-the Court should correct the error, regardless of whether other
factors support overruling the precedent." Justice Thomas lamented that
"proponents of stare decisis tend to invoke it most fervently when the
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precedent at issue is least defensible," and he lamented that the doctrine of
stare decisis "has had a 'rachet-like effect,' cementing certain grievous
departures from the law into the Court's jurisprudence. "
Gov.A.E. Wilson on the Income Tax (16) Amendment, New York Times, Part 5,
P.13, February 26, 1911 ............... .... ................ ..........P.15
"The poor man or the man in moderate circumstances does not regard his
wages or salary as an income that would have to pay its proportionate tax
under this new system."
Gould v. Gould, 245 U.S.151 ...................................P.11, 14, 21
"In the interpretation of statutes levying taxes it is the established rule not to
extend their provisions by implication beyond the clear import of the
language used,or to enlarge their operation so as to embrace matters not
specifically pointed out. In case of doubt, they are construed most strongly
against the government and in favor of the citizen." ( See also Eid.man v.
Martinez, 184 U.S. 578, 583; United Statesv. Wigglesworth, 2 Story, 369,
374; Mutual Benefit Life Ins. Co. v.Herold, 198 F. 199, 201, aff'd 201 F.918;
Parkview Bldg. Assn. v.Herold, 203 F.876,880; Mutual Trust Co. v.Miller,
177 N.Y. 51, 57." (Id at p.265, ).
Government Accountability Office, 1997 Report: . ........................ P. 32
" ...we (1) asked IRS to provide us with available basic statistics on its use,
and misuse, oflien, Levy and seizure authority from 1993 to 1996;...while
IRS has some limited data about its use, and misuse, of collection
enforcement authorities, these data are not sufficient to show (1) the extent
of the improper use oflien, Levy, or seizure authority; (2) the causes of the
improper actions; or (3) the characteristics of taxpayers affected by improper
actions." From GAOT97-155.html, September 23, 1997.
Grace Commission Report - the Presidents Private Sector Survey on Cost Control,
P.12..............................................................P.11
"With two-thirds of everyone's personal income taxes wasted or not
collected,100 percent of what is collected is absorbed solely by interest on the
Federal debt and by Federal Government contributions to transfer payments.
In other words, all individual income tax revenues are gone before one nick.el
is spent on the services which taxpayers expect from their Government."
Graves v. People ofState ofNew York, (1939) No.478 ................. P.17, 26
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"The theory, which once won a qualified approval, that a tax on income is
legally or economically a tax on its source, is no longer tenable, New York ex
rel. Cohn v. Graves, 300 U.S.308, 313 , 314 S., 57 S.Ct.466, 467, 108 A.L.R.
721; Hale v. State Board, 302 U.S.95, 108 , 58 S.Ct.102, 106; Helver [306
U.S.466, 481] ing v. Gerhardt, supra; cf. Metcalf & Eddy v. Mitchell, 269
U.S.514, 46 S. Ct. 172; Fox Film Corp. v. Doyal, 286 U.S.123, 52 S.Ct.546;
James v. Dravo Contracting Co., page 149, 58 S.Ct. page 216; Helvering v.
Mountain Producers Corp., 303 U.S.376 , 58 S.Ct.623..."

Hagans v. Lavine, 415 U S 528, 533 .....................................P.7
"The law requires proof of jurisdiction to appear on the record of the
administrative agency and all administrative proceedings ...When
jurisdiction is not squarely challenged it is presumed to exist.In the courts
there is no meaningful opportunity to challenge jurisdiction, as the court
merely proceeds summarily. However once jurisdiction has been challenged
in the courts, it becomes the responsibility of the plaintiff to assert and prove
said jurisdiction ..."
Hassett v. Welch., 303 U S 303, pp.314-315, 82 L Ed 858.(1938) .........P. 11, 21
"[I]f doubt exists as to the construction of a taxing statute, the doubt should
be resolved in favor of the taxpayer ..."

Heiner v. Donnan, 285, US 312 (1932) and New York Times v. Sullivan, 376 U S 254
(1964) .......................................................P.7, 14, 20
"The power to create [false] presumptions is not a means of escape from
constitutional restrictions."

Helveri.ng v. Edison Bros. Stores, 133 F2d 575.(1943)......................P. 14
"The Treasury cannot by interpretive regulations, make income of that which
is not income within the meaning of revenue acts of Congress, nor can
Congress, without apportionment, tax as income that which is not income
within the meaning of the 16th Amendment."

Jack Cole Company v. Alfred T, MacFarland, Commissioner, 206 Tenn. 694, 337
S.W.2d 453 Sup. Court of Tennessee (1960) ............................. P.19
"Since the right to receive income or earnings is a right belonging to every
persons, this right cannot be taxed as privilege." (See also Jerome H Sheip
Co. v. Amos, 100 Fla. 863, 130 So.699, 705 [1930]; Redfield v. Fisher, 135 Or.
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180,292 P.813,819 [Ore.1930]; Sims v. Ahrens, 167 Ark.557,271 S.W.720,
733 [1925]; 07Keefe v. City ofSomerville, 190 Mass.110,76 N.E.457,458
[1906]).
JeromeH. Sheip Co. v. Amos, 130 So.699,705 ...........................P.19
"A man is free to lay hand upon his own property. To acquire and possess
property is a right, not a privilege. See section 1, Declaration of Rights,
Const. The right to acquire and possess property cannot alone by made the
subject of an excise (4 Cooley, Taxation [4th Ed.] p.3382); nor,generally
speaking,can an excise be laid upon the mere right to possess the fruits
thereof, as that right is the chief attribute of ownership. See Washington v.
State,13 Ark. 753; Thompson v. Kreutzer,112 Miss. 165, 72 So. 891; 26
R.C.L. 236; Thompson v.Mc Leod, 112 Miss.383, 73 So.193, L.R.A.1918 C,
893, Ann.Cas.1918 A,674."
Joseph Nash v. John Lathrop, 142 Mass.29,at 35. . . . . ................... P. 13
"Every citizen is presumed to know the law thus declared ..."
Kazubows.ki v. Kazubowski 45 DJ.2d 405,259 N.E.2d 282. 290 .............P.4
"An orderly proceeding wherein a person ... has an opportunity to be heard
and to enforce and protect his rights before a court having power to hear and
determine the case."
Laureldale Cemetery Assn. v. Matthews, 47 Atlantic 2d.277 (1946) .........P.16
" ... Reasonable compensation for labor or services rendered is not profit ..."
Liteky v. U.S., 114 S.Ct.1147,1162 (1994) .................... ........P.31
In 1994, the U.S. Supreme Court held that "Disqualification is required if an
objective observer would entertain reasonable questions about the judge's
impartiality. If a judge's attitude or state of mind leads a detached observer
to conclude that a fair and impartial hearing is unlikely, the judge must be
disqualified."
Lucas v. Earl, 281 U.S.111 (1930) ..................................... P.15
"The claim that salaries,wages,and compensation for personal services are
to be taxed as an entirety and therefore must be returned by the individual
who has performed the services ...is without support, either in the language
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of the Act or in the decisions of the courts construing it. Not only this, but it
is directly opposed to provisions of the Act and to regulations of the U.S.
Treasury Department, which either prescribed or permits that compensations
for personal services not be taxed as a entirety and not be returned by the
individual performing the services. It has to be noted that, by the language of
the Act, it is not salaries,wages or compensation for personal services that
are to be included in gross income. That which is to be included is gains,
profits, and income derived from salaries , wages,or compensation for
personal services."

Lujan v. Defenders of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555, 56 0 (1992 ) ...................P.34
The Court refers to injury in fact as "an invasion of a legally-protected
interest," but in context ...it is clear the reference is to any interest that the
Court finds protectable under the Constitution, statutes, or regulations;

Main v. Thiboutot, 100 S. Ct.2502 (1980). Cf. (See also Bialac v. Harsh, U.S.,34
L.Ed.2d 512, 463 F.2d 1185(9th Cir. 1972 ) ...............................P. 7
"The law provides that once State and Federal jurisdiction has been
challenged , it must be proven."

Mattox v. U.S 156 U.S. 237, 243 (1895) ................................P.31
"We are bound to interpret the Constitution in the light of the law as it
existed at the time it was adopted."

McNally v. U.S., 483 U.S.350, 371-372, (1987), quoting U.S. v. Holzer, 816 F.2d.
304, 307 (1987).....................................................P. 24
"Fraud in its elementary common law sense of deceit - and this is one of the
meanings that fraud bears in the statute, see United States v. Dial, 75 7 F.2d
163, 168 (7th Cir.1985) - includes the deliberate concealment of material
information in a setting of :fiduciary obligation.A public official is a :fiduciary
toward the public, including, in the case of a judge, the litigants who appear
before him, and if he deliberately conceals material information from them,
he is guilty of fraud." "

Merchants Loan & Trust Co. v. Smietanka, 2 2 5 U.S. 50 9, 518, 519. (1923) ....P. 15
"Income, as defined by the Supreme Court means, 'gains and profits' as a
result of corporate activity and 'profit gained through the sale or conversion
of capital assets.'" Wso see 399. Doyle v. Mitchell Bros. Co. 247 U.S. 1 79,
Eisner v. Macomher252 U.S. 189, Evans v. Gore253 U.S. 245, Summers v.
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Earth Island Institute, No.07-463 [U.S.,March 3, 2009] [citing Bender v.
Williamsport Area School Dist., 475 U.S.534,541 {1986}].
New York Life Ins. Co. v. Gamer, 303 U.S.161, 171, 58 S.Ct. 500,503,82 L.Ed.726
(1938) .................. _ ...................................P. 7,14, 20
"[A presumption] cannot acquire the attribute of evidence ...)"
New York Times, 1'uesday, August� 1909edition, P 1, d11 Article .......... P. 20
"The only interruption to his speech was a query by Representative J. T_
Glover of Birmingham,who wanted to know if the amendment would affect
salaries. Col. Sam Will John,also of Birmingham, responded that it would
not..."
Otis Mcdonald, et al.,Petitioners, v City of Chicago, Illinois,et al. No. 08-1521.
United States Supreme Court,June 28, 2010.............................P.4
"The first, and most basic, principle established by our cases is that the
rights protected by the Due Process Clause are not merely procedural in
nature. At first glance,this proposition might seem surprising, given that the
Clause refers to "process." But substance and procedure are often deeply
entwined. Upon closer inspection,the text can be read to "impos[e] nothing
less than an obligation to give substantive content to the words 'liberty' and
'due process of law, "' Washington v. Glucksberg, 521 U.S.702 , 764,117
S.Ct.2258, 117 S.Ct. 2302,138 L.Ed.2d 772 (1997) {Souter, J., concurring in
judgment), lest superficially fair procedures be permitted to "destroy the
enjoyment " of life,liberty, and property , Poe v. Ullman, 367 U.S.497,541,81
S.Ct. 1752, 6 L.Ed.2d 989 (1961)."
Peck & Co.

v.

Lowe, 247 U.S. 165 (1917), Brief fur the Appellant at 11,14·15..P.25

"The Sixteenth Amendment, although referred to in argument, has no real
bearing and may be put out of view.As pointed out in recent decisions,it does
not extend the taxing power to new or excepted subjects ... "
Peacock v. Williams 110 Fed. 910.......................................P. 7
Frivolous; "An answer or plea is called 'frivolous ' when it is clearly
insufficient on its face, and does not controvert the material points of the
opposite pleading ...
Pollock v. Farmers' Loan & Trust co., 158 U.S. 601, 635·637 (1895).P. 15, 16,26,27
"We have considered the act only in respect of the tax on income derived from
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real estate, and from invested personal property, and have not commented on
so much of it as bears on gains or profits from business, privileges, or
employments, in view of the instances in which taxation on business,
privileges, or employments has assumed the guise of an excise tax and been
sustained as such.It is evident that the income from realty formed a vital
part of the scheme for taxation embodied therein. If that be stricken out, and
also the income from all investments of all kinds, it is obvious that by far the
largest part of the anticipated revenue would be eliminated, and this would
leave the burden of the tax to be borne by professionals, trades,
employments, or vocations; and in that way what was intended as a tax on
capital would remain in substance as a tax on occupations and labor. We
cannot believe that such was the intention of Congress. We do not mean to
say that an act laying by apportionment a direct tax on all real estate and
personal property, or the income thereof, might not lay excise taxes on
business, privileges, employments and vocations. But this is not such an act:
and the scheme must be considered as a whole." ( Emphasis added).
Porter v. Aetna Gas. & Sur. Co., 370 U.S. 159 (196 2)..................P. 2, 8, 28
«Certiorari was granted in view of the importance of the question in the
administration of the Act.368 U.S. 937, 8 2 S.Ct.384, 7 L.Ed.2d 337.We
agree with the District Court that the funds involved here are exempt under
the statute; therefore we reverse the judgment below.... This distinction was
adopted by the Congress when the Act was amended in 1935, 49 Stat.607,
609, to provide, inter alia, that such payments shall be exempt 'either before
or after receipt by the beneficiary' but that the exemption shall not 'extend to
any property purchased in part or wholly out of such payments. '3 Thereafter
in Lawrence v. Shaw, 300 U.S.245, 57 S.Ct.443, 81 L.Ed.623 (1937), the
Court held that bank credits derived from veterans' benefits were within the
exemption, the test being whether as so deposited the benefits remained
subject to demand and use as the needs of the veteran for support and
maintenance required.
Schroeder v. New York, 371U.S. 208, 212 .............................P.12
"In this case the sole question is whether there has been a taking of property
without that procedural due process that is required by the Fourteenth
Amendment. We have dealt over and over again with the question of what
constitutes 'the right to be heard' within the meaning of procedural due
process. See Mullane v. Central Hanover Trust Co., 339 U.S.306, 314."
Schulz v. IRS and Anthony Roundtree, U.S. Court of Appeals, Docket No.04-0196·
cv, P. 10, lines 10-17 ................................................ P. 4
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"Any legislative scheme that denies subjects an opportunity to seek judicial
review of administrative orders except by refusing to comply, and so put
themselves in immediate jeopardy of possible penalties 'so heavy as to
prohibit resort to that remedy' (Oklahoma Operating Co. v. Love, 252 U.S.
331, 333 [1920]), runs afoul of the due process requirements of the Fifth and
Fourteenth Amendments."
Shirley Peterson, former IRS Commissioner, Southern Methodist University's Tax
Policy Lecture, Published by Freeman Education Association8141 E. 31st St., Suite
F, Tulsa, OK 74145 ..................................... ............P.32
"Eight decades of amendments and accretions to the Code have produced a
virtually impenetrable maze.The rules are unintelligible to most citizens
including those holding advanced degrees and including many who specialize
in tax law.The rules are equally mysterious to many government employees
who are charged with administering and enforcing the law.The need for
simplification is apparent from sheer weight of the Internal Revenue Code
and its regulations, which now comprise eight volumes of fine print."
(Emphasis added).

Sims vs. Ahrens, 167 Ark. 557; 271 S.W.720, 730, 733 (1925)...............P.19
"The legislature has no power to declare as a privilege and tax for revenue
purposes, occupations that are of common right... "The right to engage in an
employment, to carry on a business, or pursue an occupation or profession not
in itself hurtful or conducted in a manner injurious to the public, is a common
right, which, under our Constitution, as construed by all our former
decisions, can neither be prohibited nor hampered by laying a tax for State
revenue on the occupation, employment, business or profession ....Thousands
of individuals in this State carry on their occupations as above defined who
derive no income whatever therefrom."

Slaughter House, 83 U.S. 36, at 127 (1873) ...........................P. 17, 19
"Property is everything which has an exchangeable value, in the right of
property includes the power to dispose of that according to the will of the
owner.Labor is property, and as such merits protection . The right to make it
available is next in importance to the rights of life and liberty. It lives to a
large extend the foundation of most other forms of property, and of all solid
individual and national prosperity."

Smadach v. Family Finance Corp., (1969) ............................... P. 12
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Held: Wisconsin's prejudgment garnishment of wages procedure, with its
obvious taking of property without notice and prior hearing, violates the
fundamental principles of procedural due process.Pp. 339·342.

So. Carolina v. Baker, 485 U.S. 505 (1988) ..............................P.26
"[T}he sole purpose of the Sixteenth Amendment was to remove the
apportionment requirement for whichever incomes were otherwise taxable.
45 Cong.Rec.2245·2246 (1910); id. at 2539; see also Brushaber v. Union
Pacific R. Co., 240 U. S. 1, 240 U. S.17-18 (1916)"

Southern Pacific v. Lowe, U.S.247 F.330. (1918) ........................P. 15
"... [I]ncome; as used in the statute should be given a meaning so as not to
include everything that comes in. The true function of the words 'gains' and
'profits' is to limit the meaning of the word 'income.' "

Spreckels Sugar Refining Co. v. McClain, 192 U.S. 397 (1904) ............... P.22
" ....the well settled rule that the citizen is exempt from taxation unless the
same is imposed by clear and unequivocal language, and that, where the
construction of a tax law is doubtful, the doubt is to be resolved in favor of
those upon whom the tax is sought to be laid..."

Springer V. United States 102 U.S. 586, 26 L.Ed.253, 1880.......P.15, 16, 21, 25
In Springer, "gains, profit and income" are all in the same category,
understood to be something "derived from" some taxable activity, which
categorizes such "gain, profit or income" as an excise tax (at #48) on privilege:
First paragraph; P.3, #1; P.4, #5... "The tax on incomes..." where this term
"incomes" is equated to "gains and profits" used throughout this case, and
nowhere includes wages as the Springer court clearly pointed out at #40.

Standard v. Olsen, 74 S. Ct.768; Title 5 U.S.C., Sec.556 and 558 (b) ........ P. 7
"No sanctions can be imposed absent proof of jurisdiction."

Staples v. U.S., 21 F Supp 737 U.S.Dist. Ct.ED PA, 1937] ..... . ..........P.15
"Income within the meaning of the Sixteenth Amendment and Revenue Act,
means 'gains' .. .and in such connection 'gain' means profit ...proceeding
from property, severed from capital, however invested or employed and
coming in, received or drawn by the taxpayer, for his separate use, benefit
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and disposal ...Income is not a wage or compensation for any type oflabor."

Stratton's Independence, Ltd v. Howbert, 231 US 399, 414 (1913) ........ P.15, 21
"As has been repeatedly remarked, the corporation tax act of 1909 was not
intended to be and is not, in any proper sense, an income tax law. This court
had decided in the Pollock case that the income tax law of 1894 amounted in
effect to a direct tax upon property, and was invalid because not apportioned
according to populations, as prescribed by the Constitution. The act of 1909
avoided this difficulty by imposing not an income tax [direct], but an excise
tax [indirect] upon the conduct ofbusiness in a corporate capacity, measuring
however, the amount oftax by the income ofthe corporation ... [Additional
cites omitted.]"

Summers v. Earth Island Institute, No. 07·463 (U.S., March 3, 2009) (citing Bender
v. Williamsport Area School Dist., 475 U.S. 534, 541 [1986])... ............ P.7
"It is well established that the court has an independent obligation to assure
that standing exists, regardless ofwhether it is challenged by any of the
parties."

Taft v. Bowers, 199, 278, 470, 481 U.S.73 L.Ed. 460, 1929........P. 14, 15, 18, 25
"The meaning of 'income' in this amendment is the gain derived from or
through the sale or conversion ofcapital assets: from labor or from both
combined; not a gain accruing to capital or growth or increment ofvalue in
the investment, but a gain, a profit, something ofexchangeable value,
proceeding from the property, severed from the capital however employed
and coming in or being 'derived,' that is, received or drawn by the recipient
for his separate use, benefit, and disposal."

Taft v. Bowers, supra ...............................................P. 26
"[T]he settled doctrine is that the Sixteenth Amendment confers no power
upon Congress to define and tax as income without apportionment something
which theretofore could not have been properly regarded as income."

Traveler's lndem. Co. v. United States, 72 Fed. Cl. 56, 59 (Fed. Cl. 2006): ...P. 9, 13
The court had two choices under 1t-aveler's:"To dismiss the action as a
matter of law ...," OR "to transfer it to another federal court that would have
jurisdiction." (ORDER, P. 3, last paragraph).
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U.S.Appeals Court, 10th Circuit, case #16-1204, Reverse and Remand ........ P. 28
"However, here the government has not directly levied Appellant's VA
benefits, and it suggests that it may do indirectly what it may not do
directly-that it may wait until exempt VA disability benefits have been
directly deposited into Appellant's bank account and then promptly obtain
them through a levy on all funds in the bank account, despite their
previously exempt status. The government cites no authority to support this
argument, and the few cases we have found adopting such a rule, see? e.g.,
Calhoun v. United States, 61 F.3d 918 (Fed. Cir. 1995) (unpublished table
decision); United States v. Coker, 9 F. Supp. 3d 1300, 1301 02 ( S.D. Ala.
2014); Hughes v. IRS, 62 F. Supp.2d 796, 800 01 (E.D.N.Y.1999), have not
considered whether this result is consistent with the Supreme Court's opinion
in Porter Aetna Casualty & Surety Co., 370 U.S. 159 (1962), or with 38
U.S.C. § 5301's prohibition against the levy of veterans' benefit payments
either before or after receipt by a beneficiary." (Appeals Court case #16-1204,
Reverse and Remand).
U.S. v. Balarcl 535, 575 F. 2D 400 (1976); (see also Oliver v. Halsteacl 196 VA 992;
86 S.E.Rep. 2 D 858)..........................................P.13, 15, 23
"Gross income and not 'gross receipts' is the foundation of income tax liability
...The general term 'income' is not defined in the Internal Revenue Code ...
'gross income' means the total sales, less the cost of goods sold, plus any
income from investments and from incidental or outside operations or
sources. There is a clear distinction between 'profit' and 'wages' or
'compensation for labor.' Compensation for labor cannot be regarded as profit
within the meaning of the law ...The word profit is a different thing
altogether from mere compensation for labor ...The claim that salaries,
wages and compensation for personal services are to be taxed as an entirety
and therefore must be returned by the individual who performed the services
...is without support either in the language of the Act or in the decisions of
the courts construing it and is directly opposed to provisions of the Act and to
Regulations of the Treasury Department ..."

U.S.C.A. Const.Am 16 ..............................................P. 15
"There must be gain before there is 'income' within the 16th Amendment."

U.S. v. La SalleN.B.� 437 U.S. 298 (1978) ... ...........................P. 31
"The IR S at all times must use the enforcement authority in good-faith
pursuit of the authorized purposes of Code."
U.S. v. Mason, 412 U.S. 391, 399-400 (1973) .............................P.12
xx.iv

"No one should be punished unnecessarily for relying upon the decisions of
the U.S. Supreme Court."
U.S. v. Morton Salt Co. 338 U.S. 632, 654 ... .........................P. 2, 31
7

"The Court is free to act in a judicial capacity, free to disagree with the
administrative enforcement actions if a substantial question is raised or the
minimum standard is not met.The District Court reserves the right to
prevent the 'arbitrary' exercise of administrative power, by nipping it in the
bud."
U.S. v. Twee], 5 50 F. 2d. 297, 299, 300 (1977 ). (See also U.S.v.Prudden, 4 24 F.2d
102 1, 1032; Carmine v. Bowen, 64 A 9 32.) ... ........................ . . P. 24
"Silence can only be equated with fraud where there is a legal or moral duty
to speak,or where an inquiry left unanswered would be intentionally
misleading ... We cannot condone this shocking behavior by the IRS. Our
revenue system is based on the good faith of the taxpayer and the taxpayers
should be able to expect the same from the government in its enforcement
and collection activities. If that is the case we hope our message is clear.This
sort of deception will not be tolerated and if this is routine it should be
corrected immediately."
United States v. John H. Williams, Jr., 504 U.S. 36 (1 1 2 S. Ct.17 35, 118 L.Ed.2d
35 2 ) No.90· 1972.,Argued: Jan. 2 2, 199 2. Decided: May 4, 199 2.Opinion, S CALIA .
........ . .. .... . .... . . . ... . ............. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .... . P. 5, 6, 29, 30
"This Court has, of course , long recognized that the grand jury has wide
latitude to investigate violations of federal law as it deems appropriate and
need not obtain permission from either the court or the prosecutor. See,e.g.,
id.,at 343, 94 S.Ct.,at 617; Costello v. United States, 350 U.S. 359, 36 2, 76
S.Ct.406,408, 100 L.Ed. 397 (19 5 6); Hale v. Henkel, 201 U.S.4 3, 65, 2 6
S.Ct. 370, 375, 50 L.Ed. 65 2 (1906) ... the grand jury is not merely an
investigatory body; it also serves as a 'protector of citizens against arbitrary
and oppressive governmental action.' United States v. Calandra, 414 U.S., at
343, 9 4 S.Ct.,at 617. In fact,the whole theory of its function is that it
belongs to no branch of the institutional Government t serving as a kind of
buffer or referee between the Government and the people. See Stirone v.
United States, 361 U.S. 2 12, 218 (1960); Hale v Henkel, 201 U.S. 4 3,6 1
(1906); G. Edwards, The Grand Jury 2 8-32 (1906)."

Valley Forge Christian College v. Americans United, 454 U.S. 464,472 (1982) .....

. ... . . . . . . . . . ... ... . . . . . . . . . ... . ... . . . . . . . . . . . ....... .. . . .... . .. . P. 34
XXV

"...the Court .. .has now settled upon the rule that, "at an irreducible
minimum," the constitutional requisites under Article III for the existence of
standing are that the plaintiff must personally have suffered some actual or
threatened injury that can fairly be traced to the challenged action of the
defendant, and that the injury is likely to be redressed by a favorable
decision. (See also Allen v.. Wright, 468 U.S. 737, 751 (1984); Schlesinger v..
Reservists Comm. f,o St,op the War, 418 U.S. 208, 225-226 (1974)).

Vaughn v. State, 3 Tenn.Crim.App.54, 456 S.W.2d 879, 883 ............ P. 8, 13
"Aside from all else, 'due process' means fundamental fairness and
substantial justice."

Williams V. Dorsaneo III, Texas Litigation Guide, Vol. 4, Ch. 55 (Matthew Bender

& Company, Inc.: New York, 2016), p. 55-5.............................. P.24
Constructive fraud occurs when there is a breach of a legal or equitable duty
that, irrespective of guilt, the law declares fraudulent because of its tendency
to deceive others, to violate confidence,. or to injure public interests ...An
example of constructive, as opposed to actual, fraud involves the failure to
disclose facts when there is a duty to make a disclosure ..

Winters v. New York; 333U.S. 507, 515-16 (1948) ... ................. P. 15, 21
"The vagueness may be from uncertainty in regard to persons within the
scope of the act ..."

Wyoming v. Oklahoma, 502 U.S. 437,451 (1982) ..........................P. 2
"But where claims are of sufficient seriousness and dignity,in which
resolution by the judiciary is of substantial concern,the Court will hear
them." (See also Texas v. New Mexico, 462 U.S. 554 [1983]; California v.
West Virginia, 454 U.S. 1027 [1981]; Arizona v. New Mexico, 425 U.S. 794
[1976]).

xx.vi

PETITION FOR WRIT OF CERTIORARI
Petitioner, Jeffrey T. Maehr, respectfully prays that a Writ of Certiorari issue to
review long-standing and long resisted but ignored self-evident U.S. Supreme Court

stare decisis (P. viii) precedent listed herein, and Congressional and other
transparent testimony directly affecting the numerous lower court's "demonstrably
erroneous" ( Gamble v U.S., P. xiv) rulings on the income tax presumptions
questioned herein. These issues are fundamentally constitutional and morally
critical to this Republic.

----·---OPINIONS BELOW

[X] For cases from Federal Courts: this case ...
The opinion of the United States Court of Appeals appears at Appendix A to the
Petition and,
[X] No rehearing was filed or required for this Petition to proceed forward, and is
[ ] reported at; or,
[ ] has been designated for publication but is not yet reported; or,
[X] unpublished.

----♦---JURISDICTION
-The date on which the United States Court of Appeals mandate issued on
October 19, 2020 and a copy of the order appears at Appendix A.
-The jurisdiction of this Court is invoked under 28 U.S. C. § 1254(1), and
timely filed under Rule 13.
- This is the court of original jurisdiction on these issues.
-Lower District and Appellate court rulings and Respondent's administrative
actions on these issues run counter to the U.S. Supreme Court case precedent
provided herein, creating major constitutional questions that must be resolved.

·Due process oflaw (Blacks Law Dictionary, 6th Edition, P. vii) on
constitutional and legal questions has been, and is being, denied Petitioner, and all
similarly situated Americans are equally damaged and misled on the relevant
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issues.
- Discovery of exculpato1-y evidence has been obstructed, and Petitioner's
right to redress has been consistently denied.
-This court stated when this rises to the level of genuine "seriousness and
dignity", and is vitally important to the American public, that "the court will hear
them". ( Wyo.ming v. Oklahoma, P. xxvi).
"Certiorari was granted in view of the importance of the question in the
administration of the Act." Porter v. Aetna Cas. & Sur. Co., (P. xx).
· "This Court has a special obligation to administer justice impartially and to
set an example of impartiality for other courts to emulate. When the Court appears
to favor the Government over the ordinary litigant, it seriously compromises its
ability to discharge that important duty ... the interest of the United States 'in a
criminal prosecution is not that it shall win a case, but that justice shall be done."
Berger v. United States, (P. ix)_
- Title 18 & Title 42 NOTICE of crimes believed to be committed.
- This court is "free to act in a judicial capacity, free to disagree with the
administrative enforcement actions if a substantial question is raised or the
minimum standard is not met." (U.S. v. Morton Salt Co. P. xxv).
7

- To the very best of Petitioner's knowledge and belief, these questions and
evidence have never been properly adjudicated in any lower court, and only in this
honorable court's original rulings which are being ignored, and are ripe for lawful
judicial review and constitutional clarification.
· This is not a political, left or right, conservative or liberal, party spirit, tax
protest, or opinion based issue. It IS a constitutional, original intent, rule oflaw
and case precedent issue that affects at least 150+ million Americans at this time.
-INTERNAL REVENUE MANUAL 4.10.7.2.9.8 (0l-01·2006)
Importance of Court Decisions;
1. Decisions made at various levels of the court system are considered to be
interpretations of tax laws and may be used by either examiners or taxpayers
to support a position.
2. Certain court cases lend more weight to a position than others. A case
decided by the U.S. Supreme Court becomes the law of the land and takes
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precedence over decisions of lower courts. The Internal Revenue Service must
follow Supreme Court decisions. For examiners, Supreme Court decisions
have the same weight as the Code. (P. xv).
-"We must note here, as a matter of judicial knowledge, that most lawyers
have only scant knowledge of the tax laws." Bursten v. U.S., 395 f 2d 976, 981 (5th.
Cir. 1968).
·Attorney Richard C. DiMare, Founder of the American Association for
Lockean Liberty, Inc. states:
"... the American legal community (needs to) answer to the silent distress of
millions of financially overburdened working people. Because of the unique
structure of our legal system, American lawyers have a moral and legal duty
to enforce certain tax constraints on government that would favor workers,
and lawyers are failing miserably. If U.S. tax attorneys wake up and get
serious about their Constitutional oaths, there is no good reason for the
wages and the salaries of natural persons to be taxed as income."

CONSTITUTIONAL AND STATUTORY PROVISIONS AT ISSUE
U.S. Constitution. 5th Amendment· No person shall be ... deprived of life,
liberty, or property, without due process oflaw;
U.S. Constitution, 7th Amendment - In Suits at common law, where the value
in controversy shall exceed twenty dollars, the right of trial by jury shall be
preserved...
U.S. Constitution. 14th Amendment - nor shall any state deprive any person
of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor deny to any person
within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.
U.S. Constitution, 16th Amendment; The Congress shall have power to lay
and collect taxes on incomes,

from whatever source derived, without apportionment

among the several States, and without regard to any census or enumeration.
26 U.S.C.-Law proving income tax liability vague; the lawful original
definition of income defined ONLY by this court but ignored by lower courts; the
authority to assess and tax any asset of any American as lawful income without
evidence in fact.
STATEMENT OF THE CASE

Being_now the fourth Petition to this honorable court with these
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constitutional issues never adjudicated since this courts original rulings, yet
ignored by lower court's "demonstrably erroneous" (Gamble v U.S., P. xiv) income
tax case stare decisis used against Americans by Respondent, Petitioner begs the

Court's patience with this discourse, but these issues cannot be properly understood
without all the relevant evidence and facts being laid out to prove the "falsehoods
and fallacies" in many lower court IRS rulings. <American Communications Assn. v.
Douds, P. ix).

Truth has been so seriously suppressed and camouflaged over time that it is
impossible to expose it without first chipping away at the shroud surrounding it
until the truth begins to shine through. This takes words to paint the picture of the
true facts at issue.
The evidence cannot be casually perused to see the picture despite the
possible temptation to believe that "everyone knows" that the meaning of this
evidence "cannot be true" because it has been going on for so long ... "conventional
wisdom" is a weak substitute for Supreme Court stare decisis and original intent of
Congress.
Petitioner was not appointed assistance of counsel in all but one previous
case, despite request, and was not able to afford assistance of an attorney because
he is a disabled veteran and couldn't locate any to assist him pro bono on these
issues, thus he has had to wade through all this on his own over the years, with the
help of thousands of pages of documents from other legal and IRS tax experts
supporting Petitioner's position.

CASE HISTORY
Petitioner has attempted due process oflaw(Blacks Law Dictionary, P. vii;
Kazuhowski v. Kazuhowski, P. xvii; Otis Mcdonald, P. xix, ffh &14'11 Amendment, (P.
v) Schulz v. Respondent and Anthony Roundtree, P. xxi) adjudication in the
following cases on the issues herein, but was denied review of evidence, discovery,
and findings offact and conclusions oflaw(P. xiii) in all but the recent pending
cases:

+ Maehr v.

Um"ted States, No. CIV.A. 3:osMC3·HEH, 2008 WL 4491596, at

*1 (E.D.
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Va. July 10, 2008); Denied due process oflaw on evidence of record.

+ Maehr v. United States, No. 3:08-MC-00067-W, 2008 WL 2705605. at *2
(W.D.N.C. July 10, 2008); Denied due process oflaw on evidence of record.

+Maehr v. United States, No. MC 08-00018·BB, 2008 WL 4617375, at *1
(D.N.M. Sept. 10, 2008); Denied due process oflaw on evidence of record.

+ Maehr v. United States, No. C 08-80218 (N.D. Cal. April 2, 2009); Denied
due process oflaw on evidence of record.
+Maehr v. United States, No A-09-CA·097 (W.D. Tex. April 10, 2009);
Denied due process oflaw on evidence of record.

+ Maehr v. United States, No. 8:08CV190, 2009 WL 2507457, at *3 (D. Neb.
Aug. 13, 2009); Denied due process oflaw on evidence of record. Maehr v.
United States, No. CIV. 08-cv-02274-LTB· KLM, 2009 WL 1324239, at *3 (D.
Colo. May 1, 2009); Denied due process ofla won evidence of record.

+Maehrv. Commissioner ofInternal Revenue, No. 11·9019, U.S. Ct. Of
Appeals, 10th Circuit. (2012); Denied due process oflaw on evidence of
record.

+ Maehr v.

Commissioner ofInternal Revenue, No. 12-6169, U.S. Supreme

Court (2013); Declined to hear issues.

+Maehr v. Commissioner, No. CV 15-mc- 00127-JLK·MEH, 2015 WL
5025363, at *3 (D. Colo. July 24, 2015), afFd, 2016 WL 475402 (10th Cir. Feb.
8, 2016); Denied due process oflaw on evidence of record.

+ Maehr V. Koskinen,

cm et al, No. 16-8625, 2-22-2017, U.S. Supreme

Court; Declined to hear issues. Justice Gorsuch not party to decision.

+ Maehr v. Koskinen, No. 16-cv-00512-PAB-MJW, 2018 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
46292, at *1 (D. Colo. Mar. 21, 2018). Denied due process o[law on evidence
of record.

+ Maehr v. Koskinen,

etel, No. 16-1204, U.S. Court of Appeals, 10th Circuit

(2016); Denied due process oflaw on evidence of record.

+ Maehr v. United States, No. 17-1000 T, 137 Fed. Cl. 805, 807, U.S. Court of
Federal Claims; Denied Grand Jury Motion filed under FRCP 6(a)(l), U.S.C.
18 & 42, and U.S. v Williams GJ, on access to Grand Jury with evidence of
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record, and denied transfer of case to proper jurisdiction with evidence of
record for adjudication. Denied access to due process oflaw

+ Maehr v. United States, No. 18-2286, U.S. Court of Appeals for Fed.

Circuit, 2018; Denied Grand Jury Motion filed under FRCP 6(a)(l), U.S.C. 18
& 42, and U.S.

v Williams GJ, on access to Grand Jury with evidence of

record, and transfer of case to proper jurisdiction on evidence of record.
Denied due process oflaw on evidence of record.

+ Maehr v. United States, No. 18-cv-2273-PAB-NRN Pending - (Respondent

assessment fraud, and failure to provide pre-assessment record evidence of
debt; failure to provide discovery on exculpatory evidence- Pro se).

+ Maehr v. United States, No.

18-cv-2948-PAB-NRN - Now pending Appeal

(Unconstitutional revoking of passport for alleged assessment debt - (Case of
First Impression.Polsinelli Law Firm representing - Denver, Colorado).

+ Maehr v. United States, No. 19-1335, U.S. Court of Apeals; failure to
provide pre-assessment record evidence of debt; failure to provide discovery
on exculpatory evidence, leading to this petition.

+ Maehr v. United States, No.19-cv-03464, Pending in U.S. District Court;
At least two Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) Request violations;
Exculpatory pre-assessment document suppression and/or destruction by
Respondent which allegedly supports Respondent's assessment against
Petitioner (and likely all others similarly situated with tax assessments).
1. Petitioner, approximately in late 2002, early 2003, began requesting
answers and information from the IRS/government Defendant/Respondent
(hereafter "Respondent") on various discrepancies he found in standing U.S.
Supreme Court case precedent, Internal Revenue Code, and Congressional and
other testimony, and what the Respondent is claiming and presuming about
Petitioner's (and 152+ million other similarly situated Americans) tax liability on
what is being alleged as taxable "income". Petitioner, multiple times, requested the
required pre-suit IRS hearing with the Respondent on these topics, but was never
provided his time to be heard.
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2. Despite repeated requests for clarification, and providing ample evidence
to bring significant challenges to Respondent's fiction ofJaw(P. xiii) and ongoing

"presumptions' claimed by the Respondent, which is not any kind of evidence,

C4.C.

Aukerman Co. v. R.L. Chaides Const. Co., P. ix; Del Vecchio v. Bowers, P. xii;
Heiner v. Donnan, P. xvi; New York Life Ins. Co. v. Gamer, P. xix), the Respondent
and lower courts have consistently refused to provide findings of fact and

conclusions oflaw,(P. xiii) despite a proper response being stipulated in the
Respondent's own "Mission" documents, (See Appendix B, Exhibit Bl·B2). The
Respondent stated in writing that it would not answer the case law or LR. Code
and Congressional evidence questions outside of court. (See Appendix C, Exhibits,
Cl·C5). To date, those "answers" have been denied in court, and evidence
suppressed.
3. Multiple summons for Petitioner's financial records with third parties
were made by the Respondent, which Petitioner challenged (as an attempt to get his

due process oflawtime as stipulated in Respondent response in Exhibits C letters.
Motions to Quash said summons were dismissed without adjudication of provided
case evidence, or findings offacts and conclusions oflaw. (P.

xifil. No answers to

this court's own stare decisis were forthcoming.
4. Standing and jurisdiction of the Respondent were challenged (Federal

Crop Insurance Corporation v. Merrill, P. xiii; Hagans v. Lavine, P. xv; Main v.
Thiboutot, P. xviii; Standard v. Olsen, P. xxii; Summers v. Earth Island Institute, P.
xxiii,, to assess and deprive Petitioner of property, without due process oflaw, and
ignoring evidence in fact. This was dismissed without consideration of the evidence.
5. Petitioner was then assessed approximately $310,000 (and subsequently
app. $255K amount later in the "assessment certification" to the State department
with no explanation or details as to why, but recently raised to over $343K) for an
alleged "income" tax liability for years 2003·2006, based on "frivolous" (Peacock v.

Williams, P. xix) presumptions that he had any "income" which created a liability
being assessed on, and without any pre-assessment evidence of record. The
Respondent apparently did not consider the nature of the funds in the allegedly
summonsed records of the assessed accounts, and simply labeled it all as
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Petitioner's "wages" or other alleged business "income", which appears to be
standard operating procedures against all Americans in assessments. This created a
hyper-inflated assessment based on fictitious obligations and falsification of records,
all without pre-assessment document evidence of liability and proven "income."
6. The Respondent then levied ALL of Petitioner 's business account, ALL of
his Social Security Retirement funds since February 2016, (until suspended by
Petitioner which he was recently notified he could do), (Appendix E, Exhibit El,
approximately $40,000 levied thru Aug, 2020) outside due process oflaw, and
"fundamental fairness and substantial justice," ( Vaughn v. State, P. xxvi), and
without original proof of debt. Respondent even attempted levy of Petitioner's
Mother's Social Security funds (Appendix H, Exhibit H) which account Petitioner
was named on to help her due to her health issues, but attempted levy was properly
denied by the levied bank according to bank law records on levies of social security,
yet Petitioner's entire social security funds have been garnished under color ofJaw.
7. Respondent also threatens all of Petitioner's lawfully protected Veteran's
Disability Compensation, but the Appeal's Court Reversed and Remanded
Petitioner's Veteran's Disability Compensation attack challenge, (on 10-20·16,
Mandate dated 12-12·16) back to Colorado District Court, 16-cv-00512-PAB. The
court then agreed with the Respondent's claim that the benefits could not be
directly attacked prior to deposit, but that once deposited, they are no longer
"veteran's compensation and are the petitioner's private assets" and no longer
"payable to" Petitioner and open for attack. The court denied Petitioner's claim
despite standing Supreme Court precedent in Porter v Aetna, (P. xx) case which
case the 10th Circuit Court of Appeal's remanded on, and despite 26 U.S.C. §6334 (P.
vi).
8. Petitioner brought suit against the Respondent for attempting to destroy
Petitioner's ability to survive, and for violations of law, for levy fraud, for non·
disclosure, and to seek constitutional protections, as well as demanding a Jury trial
under his 7t1i. Amendment rights (P. v), to have the evidence heard by an unbiased
group of his peers who would clearly see the standing evidence and truth. Jury trial
was never addressed to date and was thus denied to Petitioner.
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9. Although the 10th Circuit Court of Appeals previously Reversed and

Remanded the Veteran's Disability Compensation attack challenge as not being
"legally frivolous", it denied all other challenges claiming the U.S. Supreme Court
case precedent and other self-authenticating evidence cited was "legally frivolous",
but without any supporting finding offact or conclusions oflaw (P. xiii) in support.
The lower courts also did not require the Respondent to reply to defend against
actual evidence.
10. Petitioner brought suit in the U.S. Court of Claims (but the court lacked
jurisdiction) and Petitioner then moving the court to transfer the case to proper
jurisdiction, (Petitioner believed, and stated, it was the U.S. Supreme Court, who
alone was left to hear the constitutional issues) which authority it had

(Traveler's

lndem. Co. v. United States, P. xxiii), and to convene a Grand Jury to investigate
these and many more questionable IRS administrative issues. The court denied
both remedies under questionable reasoning. Appeal to the U.S. Appeals Court for
the Federal District was made on both issues, and denied for same questionable
reasons. Petition to this court followed, which was denied hearing again.
11. Petitioner received a copy of an "Assessment Certification'' letter which
Respondent sent to the U.S. State Department under the FAST Act, and IR Code
7345 dated July 16th , 2018. (Appendix D, Exhibit D). This effectively revoked
Petitioner's passport and deprived him of his right to travel without due process of

law. Said assessment certification was also conspicuously lower than the original
assessment with no explanation, including all social security taken to date.
(Appendix G·Exhibit Gl·G2).
12. This opened the opportunity for Petitioner to file two separate cases
against Respondent and the U.S. State Department as cited in case history list
above.
13. The assessment case (19-cv 02273) which was appealed (case 19·1335)
were dismissed without providing either discovery of exculpatory documents being
suppressed, and possibly destroyed by Respondent, (despite all other "in-house"
documents created FROM these exculpatory documents still, strangely, retained by
Respondent and provided Petitioner), and denied adjudication on the very core issue
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cases of "income" defined by this court long ago.
14. The Colorado District Court and 10th Circuit court denied discovery, and
this fourth petition for certiorari now follows.
15. Why can't Respondent and the courts simply answer the basic questions
and address this Court's standing case opinions, and end the ongoing income tax
challenges by proving its administrative actions and case interpretations are proper
and lawful, and bring back untold numbers of Americans who have abandoned the
wage tax by simply not complying or volunteering any longer because of this court's
evidence that their wages are NOT lawful income?

REASONS FOR GRANTING THE PETITION
15. The foundational elements of this case are structurally constitutional in
nature. The nature of, and original lawful definition and understanding of,
"income", the true and original intent of the 16th Amendment, (P. v) the lawful
process for assessment creation, and public access to Grand Jury processes must be
decided based on original intent and standing Supreme Court case precedent and

due process oflaw and pre-assessment evidence proving alleged debt, not false

interpretation and non-application ofU,S, S:uw:eme Court case wecedents
the Internal Revenue Code, and the 16th Amendment and unsubstantiated
,,
newer case precedent which ignores this court's "stare decisis.
16. This court ruled that Staire Decisis dictated "intrinsically sounder
doctrine" CA.darand Constructors, Inc. v Pena, P. ix) especially since all such
Supreme Court cases provided in Petitioner's defense have never been overturned,
and yet are being discarded under color of law, (Atkins, P. x) with newer "precedent"
being relied upon without proper adjudication of relevant evidence. This is a
suppression of Staire Decisis and creates clear constitutional conflicts between this
court and the lower courts and Respondent's administrative actions.
17. Petitioner wants to make it clear that he is NOT contesting the
government's right to tax lawful "income" received by relevant individuals or
businesses, and that this is NOT a "tax protest" issue, (or similarly biased labels
which have been illegally used against him in many past courts
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(Treasury Inspector

General for Tax Administration, P. viii) to taint and prejudice any who are involved
with this issue. Neither is Petitioner "anti-tax" nor "anti-government" but he IS
against unconstitutional or fraudulent taxation, and is anti-corruption, and
supports lawful taxation for lawful government purposes. Petitioner is one of the
many millions of "Tax Honesty" Americans needing answers to clear conflicts of
record.
18. The issue of government needing revenue to function is a separate but
related issue on this Petition. Government, for 125 years from founding didn't need
an "income" tax on private American's wages, as all constitutional taxes were more
than enough to sustain all constitutional needs of the government. However,
claiming that an unconstitutional or fraudulent tax is justified because government
"needs the money" for unconstitutional purposes is untenable.
19. All the trillions the government spent on the undeclared wars, and all the
trillions spent on past corporate bailouts did NOT come from a wage tax, but the
government still "spent" it... meaning it was fiat "money" created by the Federal
Reserve, then loaned to the government, at interest, thus creating the growing
national debt on the heads of all Americans. The government's own "Grace
Commission Report" (P. xv) proved that not one cent of American's wage tax pays
for anything but the interest on the fraudulent national debt... all issues which
could well use adjudication and grand jury investigations. Things are no different
today than when the Grace report was created.
20. Petitioner can only act on what evidence he has discovered, and defend
his life and his assets using the substance of the evidence and existing law,
(Fortney v. U.S., C.A.9, P. xiv), and if questions are not realistically answered, and
doubt has been created, especially without rebuttal evidence in fact, "the doubt
should be resolved in favor of the taxpayer." ( Gould v. Gould, P. xv; Hassett v.
Welch., P. xvi). Far too much deference has been given by the courts to the
Respondent without proper vetting of the actual claims made and evidence provided
by Petitioner, whose job it is (along with all Americans) to hold government
accountable and prevent government error. <Americllil Communications Assn. v.
Douds P. ix)_ This is being denied and obstructed at every level to date.
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21. Because the Respondent has highlighted some previous lower court
precedent used against other individual cases and their tax arguments, which
challenges were labeled "frivolous' against Petitioner, does not raise such
questionable precedent to the level of credible evidence, seeing that Petitioner's

evidence herein has never been adjudicated in any of the lower courts cited by the
Respondent, making moot any legal standing to use lower court site as evidence
in these basic constitutional issues. Such cases may have been labeled "frivolous'
in regard to the lack of evidence presented by parties, or improperly argued, but
certainly, and provably, did not contain the evidence herein.
22. In the Internal Revenue Manual (P. vii)", it clearly describes that the
Respondent and all lower courts are bound to U.S. Supreme Court case precedent.
This has been ignored by all lower courts and the Respondent.
23. All previous lower court cases cited by the Respondent, and the Court of
Appeals citing of its own rulings,(1) run counter to the U.S. Supreme Court Sta.ire
Decisis. In Sniadach (P. xxii), this court overturned similar actions apart from due
process oflaw and lawful judgement, but this case is far beyond that challenge
alone. The Respondent has willfully and wantonly attacked Petitioner, and all other
Americans similarly situated, for defending his rights by raising this court's still
standing case precedent on these issues, (U.S. v. Mason, P. xxv) and requesting
clarification, but the Respondent and lower courts failed to consider any of it as
relevant evidence, denying Petitioner's right to redress of grievance. (Schroeder v.
New York, P. xx).
24. Petitioner (and all Americans) are required to know the law to
The Court of Appeals in its October 20, 2016 ruling, claimed that ...
"Appellant has raised these same arguments before, and we have rejected them
before. See, e.g., Maehr v. Respondent, 480 F. App'x 921, 923 (10th Cir. 2012),"
however this is not accurate. The evidence regarding wages not being lawful income
was not addressed, and the fact that the assessment was apparently made on gross
assets (if any actual documents exist which the assessment was actually based on)
which were NOT wages or business profit to Petitioner, and was mostly business
expenses, was also not addressed by the Appeal's Court. Respondent has never
proven pre-assessment (exculpatory) documentation exists or provided it.
1
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understand what our personal responsibilities are, especially in tax liabilities and
duties in lawful support of government, (Joseph Nash v. Joh.n Lathrop, P. xvii). In
order for this to occur, we must study standing cases, the statutes, the Constitution,
and other legal sources on the subject, as well as request answers from relevant
government authorities who know, or should know, the laws. Petitioner has done so
with the Respondent's claims regarding an alleged tax liability, but has been denied
answers. Any tax liability must be proven valid despite "demanding payment, even
repeatedly'' (Boathe v Terry; P. x). Judicial review (5 U.S.C.,§ 702, P. v) of the
Executive Branch of government/Respondent's actions by the independent Judicial
Branch is a vital safeguard of American liberties.
25. Petitioner realizes the ramifications of these challenges, but the issue is
one of the Rule of Law, constitutional validity, original intent, relevance of this
court's rulings. and what is right and just for our Union, not one of power and
control over Americans and the threat to illegal or unconstitutional government
activities long since forgotten. The threat is to Americans and their financial future,
and is simply part of draining the swamp President Trump and administration are
focusing on, (who will receive notice of this Petition).
26. Petitioner maintains that his challenges are meritorious on multiple
levels but are being resisted without proper adjudication of evidence presented.
These issues affect not only Petitioner, but also all Americans similarly situated,
which appears to be many millions of Americans (Taxpayer Advocate Service, 2017,
P. viii) "voluntarily" ... "self-assessing" that they received "income" in the way of
wages, and unwittingly filing their 1040 form and paying a potentially
unconstitutional and unlawful tax .. This is a constructive fraud against Americans
which is being suppressed, and disclosure is being obstructed by corrupt elements in
government, "conventional wisdom" not withstanding.

FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF
DECLARATORY JUDGMENT 1, LAWFUL DEFINITION OF INCOME
28. Petitioner's first relevant issue is that a tax on properly defined "income"
appears to be a lawful and constitutional tax, however, the word "income" is not
defined in the Internal Revenue Code, (U.S. v. Bala.rd, P. xxiv), and said code is not
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clear and unambiguous. "Burden ofproof' (5 U.S.C. §556(d), P. iv) lies with
Respondent to refute Petitioner's presented evidence as to what "income" lawfully
is. Income cannot be made to be something it isn't. (Helvering v. Edison Bros.

Stores, P. xvi; Taft v Bowers, P. xxiii). The definition of"income", over time, has
been expanded beyond original or lawful intent. (Gould v. Gould, P. xv). The
Respondent refuses to prove that its definition of "income" includes private
American's "wages, salary or compensation for service" (hereafter "wages") for
work/labor, using constitutional construction, or countering this honorable Court's

stare decisis on the clearly defined word. It uses mere presumption (A. C.
Aukerman Co. v. R.L. Chaides Const. Co., P. ix; Del Vecchio v. Bowers, P. xii;
Heiner v. Donnan, P. xvi; New York Life In.s. Co. v. Gamer, P. xix) and
"conventional wisdom" which fails testing.
29. In 26 U.S.C. §61, (P. v) the code attempts to define "gross income" as "all
income from whatever source derived." The above use of the word "income" twice in
this code section fails completely to lawfully define the word with any legal
relevance. Logically, according to 26 U.S.C. §61, a tax on "income from whatever
source 'derived'" is not a tax on the "source" of that income. Thus, we are left with
no code definition for "income," and have legal ambiguity as to its proper definition
which leaves large holes in any attempts to presume what it means. The code
section is extremely vague ( J.f'inters v. New York, P. xxv) and cannot be relied upon
to clearly state the taxing or assessment objective of Respondent apart from

presumption or hearsay.
30. In 26

U.S. Code §6012, (P. vi) it attempts to clarify who is required to file

a return by stating... "Every individual having for the taxable year gross income... "
The obvious deficiency in this code is that those made "subject to and liable for" is
based on Respondent's undefined word "income" and is merely presumed to include
private American's wages, salary or compensation for services."
31. The term "income" had "a well defined meaning before the [16th]
Amendment to the Constitution was adopted", (1913 Congressional Record, P. vii),
and no legislation changed or can change that meaning. (Helvering, P. xvi)_
"Income" does not include "eve1-ything that comes in" to anyone. (Doyle v. Mitchell
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Brother, Co., P. xii; Southern Pacific v. Lowe, P. xxii). "Income" originally meant

what we today call unearned income or passive income, or corporate profits, capital
gains, interest income, investment income, and similar progeny.
32. "Income" at the time the 16th Amendment was adopted included
numerous things but NOTwages of the private working man or woman. Income
was originally understood to be an excise tax (Brushaber v. Union Pac. R.R. Co., P.
x; Springer, P. xxii) on the exercise of privilege or enjoyment of commodities, (Chas.
C. Steward Mach. Co. v. Davis, P. xi; Flint v. Stone Tracy Co., P. xiv; Pollockv
Farmers' Loan & 'Prust co., P. xix; Stratton's Independence, Ltd. v. Howbert, P.
xxiii). Further, "income" had to meet specific criteria to be lawfully and
constitutionally labeled as income and be a taxable item.
33. Lawful income "must have the essential feature of' a "gain" or "profit" to
the recipient, and "if there is no gain, there is no income." ( Conner v. United States,
P. xi; Staples v. U.S., P. xxiii; U.S. C.A. Const. Am 16� P. xxiv). "Profit is a different
thing altogether from mere compensation for labor," (U.S. v. Balard, P. xxiv).
"Income" was originally identified with " the gain derived from or through the sale
or conversion of capital assets ... a gain, a profit... proceeding from the property..."
(Merchants Loan & 'Prust Co. v. Smietanka, P. xviii; Taft v. Bowers, P. xxiii). The
very use of the words "gains" and "profits" is to "limit the meaning of the word
income", (Southern Pacific v. Lowe, P. xxii), and shows a clearly understood
distinction between "wages", and any kind of "gain or profit or income."
34. Congress sought to tap the "unearned wealth of the country" (45
Congressional Record, P. vii) and to reach the "profits arising from" (Blacks Law
Dictionary, 2nd Edition, P. vii) other principal sources ... a byproduct of productive
businesses and assets. Original intent on exactly how "income" was defined did not
include "wages, salary or compensation for services," (Conner v. um·ted States, P.
xi; Gov. A.E. Wilson on the Income Tax [16) Amendment, P. xiv; Laureldale
Cemetery Assn. v. Matthews, P. xvi: Lucas v. Earl, P. xvii; U.S. v. Balard, P. xxiv).
35. "Only a small proportion (3.9%) of the population of the United States
was covered by the income tax" in 1936. (Treasury Department's Division of Tax
Research Publication, P. viii). Is this court, or any American, expected to believe
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that there were so few Americans working for a living in 1939 that only 3.9% of the
entire population of America were involved with receiving compensation for their
work? The Springer Court (P. xxii) stated plainly at #40 ... "Where the population is
large and the incomes are few and small ... " showing that the working man or
woman's personal wages were NOT classified as "income" that could be taxed. Most
Americans then had NO lawful "income" (gain or profit) "derived" from something,
and their wages were not classified as "income" at that time. At that time, "income"
was strictly connected to business and other profits, and the exercise of privilege,
not American's wages.
36. The 16th Amendment states, in part ...
"Congress shall have power to lay and collect taxes on incomes, from
whatever source derived... " (P. v).
This is similar to wording in 26 U.S.C., §61, (P. vi). Both declare "income" as
something "derived" from whatever source, but this is very misleading and
ambiguous at best, as discussed below. Petitioner asks this court to consider that
income derived from whatever source logically cannot possibly be the same thing as
the source itself. Logically, according to §61, a tax on "income from whatever source
derived" is not a tax on the source of that income. If "gains, profit and income" are
synonymous with "wages, salary or compensation for services" as the Respondent
claims but this court's precedent denies ... i.e., "wages" are the exact same thing as
"income" ... then how does Petitioner for anyone in America) "derive" any "income"
FROM "wages", which is allegedly the same thing? Something "derived from" a
parent source can possibly be taxed as "income" but Petitioner's (and millions of
other American's) wages (principle) have been assessed by the Respondent as
"derived" income when it is not. (Edwards v. Keith, P. xiii; Pollock v. Farmers' Loan
& Trust co., P. xx;).
37. To make this point crystal clear and obvious, wine might be derived from
grapes, but wine and grapes are not the same thing. A tax on wine ("from whatever
source derived") would be a tax on wine derived from grapes or from any other kind
of source. But a tax on wine "from whatever source derived" would not be a tax on
the sources the wine is derived from, i.e. the grape or other fruit. The tax would be
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only on the wine that is actually made from (derived from) any of those different
sources.
38. Webster's Dictionary defines "derived" as...
"to take, receive, or obtain especially from a specified source," and "to take or
get (something) from (something else)."
Black's Law Dictionary, 6th Edition states ...
"Derived. Received from specified source."
The property (wage, salary or compensation) would be the parent "source"
(principal) and the "gain, profit or income" would be a separate "derivative"
obtained �'from" the parent substance through other mechanisms of law or
privileged business pursuits.
Webster's Dictionary defines "fzvm" as...
" ... to show removal or separation," and "used to indicate the place that
something comes out of."
Black's Law Dictionary, 6th Edition states ...
"From. As used as a function word, implies a starting point, whether it be of
time, place, or condition; and meaning having a starting point of motion,
noting the point of departure, origin, withdrawal, etc. One meaning of 'from'
is 'out of."'
39. The Respondent is claiming that wages, once received for labor or other
work, somehow, through an as yet unknown mechanism of law, (short of smoke and
mirrors color oflaw <Atkins, P. ix) is transformed into "income" (gain/profit) that is
now directlytaxable at the source. Multiple standing court cases have held that a
tax on "income" is not "a tax on its source... " i.e., the "source" of income is not the
subject of the income tax. (Graves v. People of State ofNew York, P. xv), therefore
how can Petitioner's or

any private American's wages be the specific target of an

"income" tax since wages are considered a "source" of "income"?
40. The ONLY possible way "income" can be "derived from" ("to take or get
(something) from (something else)" Petitioner's (or any American's) "wages" is if
Petitioner takes what may be left of his wages he receives in equal exchange for
labor (which is property he owns, Slaughter House, P. � or other work, (which is
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merely principle) and invests it, or in some other way, creates (derives) a "gain or
profit" FROM the wages, such as interest or other "gain/profit/increase" from
investment of wage principle, or the code is ambiguous and cannot lawfully be
th

relied upon. "The meaning of 'income' in this (16 ) amendment is... Something of
exchangeable value, proceeding from" the wage or asset.

(Taft v Bowers, P. xxiii)_

There can be no other reasonable way to "derive" "income" from "wages, salary or
compensation for service."
41. The Respondent is claiming that all Petitioner's (or any American's) labor
is completely free to him, and thus, "all" his wages for that labor are pure "profit"
and "galll'' and labeled as "income." Respondent also alleges that there are ZERO
costs related to the ability to provide labor to make a living. This makes Petitioner's
labor, which is principle, a form of lawful, personal assets,

(Butchers' Union Co. v.

Crescent City, P. x; Slaughter House, P. xxi) ... inherently worth nothing and
already all tagged as some sort of pure "profit". The costs to be able to "derive" a
"profit" or "gain'' are clearly established and understood for businesses. To claim
there are no "costs" related to Petitioner (or all others) in providing labor or services
is untenable, and this court's

stare decisis, and other evidence, clearly establishes

this. There are "costs" for Petitioner and all Americans to be able to produce labor,

<Adkins v. Children s Hospital, P. ix). To suggest otherwise is to create a form of

involuntary servitude called slavery(2) in violation of the 13th Amendment, where
ALL, or parts of, someone's personal labor is already owned and claimed by
someone else.
42. When Petitioner (or anyone) gives 8 hours a day, 5-6 days a week in labor
or service, each of those hours must have intrinsic value to him. He "invested"
something to be capable of working in the first place, whether it is education costs,
or food to sustain himself. Those wages were not handed freely to him without
personal cost or expenses. The work was provided by Petitioner and not the
2', Neither slavery nor involuntary servitude, except as a punishment for
crime whereof the party shall have been duly convicted, shall exist within the
United States, or any place subject to their (the united 50 States) jurisdiction." 13th
Amendment
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Respondent, so what laws authorize the Respondent to claim that part of every
hour's wage is not Petitioner's own, not belonging to him but belonging to the
Respondent? A simpler analogy... If it costs Petitioner or any American $1500 a
month to live and be able to work, and he makes $1500 a month in wages to support
that living, where is the "profit" or "gain" or "income" to Petitioner alleged by the
Respondent?
43. Working for a wage is not a government privilege that can be taxed as
Petitioner and all private working Americans are being taxed. Labor is a personal,
private asset which can be sold at will, (a privately-contracted, equally-exchanged
and agreed upon value-for-value exchange (work for wages· Coppage v .Kansas, P.
xii) situation. Petitioner's right to work is clearly established... (Butchers' Union Co.
v. Crescent City, P. xi; Coppage v. Kansas, P. xii; Flint, supra at151·152, P. xiv;
Jack Cole Company v. Alfred T, MacFarland, Commissioner, P. xvi; Jerome H.
Sheip, Co, P. xvii; Sims vs. Ahrens, P. xxi; Slaughter House, P. xxi) and is a contract
through a private agreement between Petitioner and his employer, or through self·
employment, and is not something which the government has any right to interfere
with or to claim any lawful rights under. Petitioner has no contract with the
Respondent that he has any knowledge of or agreed to knowingly or willingly that
would call for such a personal, direct tax on his personal, private wages (the source
itself.) he received for his labor. To suggest that the labor is the source of the
"income" is a direct violation of our constitutional right to work which is not a
taxable event.
44. Does it cost this Supreme Court's Justices anything to be sitting there
daily, or the clerks to be arriTing at work daily, or the DOJ or other attorneys to be
in the courtroom daily? Are there ANY costs related to being able to arrive at the
court to perform duties and receive a wage or salary, as there are costs for any
business to be able to produce a "profit" or "income" after ALL expenses? This court,
and Congress, originally understood this as common knowledge at one time.
Petitioner has never "derived" any taxable "income" from his wages or other assets,
yet ALL his assets for living have been and are being threatened because of this
presumption (C4.C. Aukerman Co. v. R.L. Chaides Const. Co., P. ix; Del Vecr:hio v.
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Bowers, P. xii; Heiner v. Donnan, P. xvi; New York Life Ins. Co. v. Gamer, P. xix)
that he had any taxable"income."
45. If the"principaf' (wage/source) is attacked right from the top, this
diminishes the value of Petitioner's labor or work to him, and prevents him from
actually being able to produce lawful "income" through "deriving" (investing) assets
from the wage (principal) which helps "create" income (Crandall v. Nevada., P. xii),
because he has expenses he must pay to be able to work. Any business taxed on
gross "receipts" would quickly be out of business. Is it any wonder Americans are
struggling as they are, often with two or more jobs to pay for costs to be able to
work and feed and clothe their families, AND pay unlawful wage taxes?
46. Petitioner asks this court to further consider ... if there are actual income
tax laws that Petitioner has truly violated, as the Respondent claims, versus simply
personal belief of not being "liable" to file an "income" tax return, (which exonerated
Cheek· Cheek v. U.S., P. xi· of charges of "wilful failure to file"), then what actual
alleged tax law has Petitioner violated in the last 18 years, and what subsequent
law authorizes the Respondent to maliciously assess, lien, and levy all Petitioner
has, especially without any criminal charges and apart from due process oflaw or
valid proof of liability or debt on the record, as well as being denied exculpatory
documents being suppressed?
47. Ample charges of"owing'' an alleged lawful"income" tax and not paying it
have been consistently leveled against Petitioner, and AIJ.. social security assets
seized accordingly, yet no charges for some alleged law violation for not willingly
filing since 2003 have come despite requests for the law Petitioner is violating.
What happened to reason and justice and the Rule of Law? If Americans all across
this Republic simply claimed it was their"belief' that they were not violating any
valid standing law, as Cheek did ... such as against murder, theft, assault, fraud,
rape... would this exonerate them, and nullify actual standing laws they violated,
and free all of them from any criminal or civil violation of the alleged laws they
were being prosecuted through? That, of course, is nonsense.
48. If they were £reed from criminal actions due to belief, would that
suddenly create a law authorizing government to take all their assets or punish
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them without any apparent law being violated? How is this different if there is an
actual "income" tax "law" being violated that proves liability to Petitioner for any
American) for a tax on his wages, and a law supporting said levy of allPetitioner's
assets? By what "law" is Petitioner and countless other Americans being
administratively assessed under, especially without evidence of debt. This extra
lawful levy action is nothing but an administrative form of theft and fraud under
color oflaw. (Atkins, P. x). RICOfritle 18 & Title 42 clearly come to mind.
49. The evidence is clear from original intent of this court and Congress, but
a lie has been sold to America over generations since WWII, and is egregiously
harming most American's :finances. Alabama was the first State in the Union to
ratify the 16th Amendment. According to the The New York Times, (P. xix) a Col.
Bulger introduced the 16th Amendment in the Alabama House and was told that the
amendment would not affect American's salaries. How is it that it NOW affect's
salaries or wages? Is a "salary" different from "wages" in fundamental form?
50. The "income" tax is to be an indirect excise tax on corporate privilege,

(Stratton� Independence, P. xxiii; Springer, P. xxii) and be uniform across the
States. The Respondent has avoided defining "income" or how it is complying with
this legal requirement, or show how it is being constitutionally applied to Petitioner
or others similarly situated, and can't even show in their own code where personal
private American wage liability is created, like liability for other constitutional,
lawful excise taxes such as alcohol, tobacco and firearms production, which have
clear "liability" stated.(8) Absent clear language on liability never proven of record,
and "where the construction of a tax law is doubtful", all courts should demand
liability proof, or favor Petitioner. (Gould v Gould, P. xv; Hassett v. Welch., P. xvi;

Spreckels, P. xxi)
51. The Respondent continues to label Petitioner as "taxpayer" without any
evidence that this is a valid label, and this court clearly distinguished a difference
between a "taxpayer" and a "nontaxpayer," therefore there must be something that

3

As compared to activity creating a liability "clearly" defined in 26 U.S.C., §
5001 ·Alcohol;§ 5703 - Tobacco; § 5801, 5811 and 5821 - Firearms.
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establishes that difference. (Economy Plumbing & Heating, P. xii). The Respondent
has never shown where in the tax code it makes Respondent "subject to and liable
for'' filing a 1040 tax form declaring that what he has received as payment in
wages, salary or compensation for services constitutes, "gross income", "income" or
anything subject to an excise, privilege tax and making him a "taxpayer" by law.
Given this clearly defined issue, not to mention deliberate ambiguity in IR Code,
the courts should have favored Petitioner, or at the very least adjudicated all the
evidence thus far ignored.
53. Therefore, by a preponderance of the evidence herein, Petitioner asks this
court to strongly consider hearing and adjudicate the issue of a declaratory
judgment on the lawful and constitutional definition of"income" with all of its
progeny, and to declare that wages are not lawful "income" given the original intent
of Congress and this court, and declare that said private wages, salaries or
compensation for services are not subject to Respondent's taxation scheme unless
proven, or remand this issue for proper adjudication.

SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF - PRE-ASSESSMENT PROOF OF DEBT
LACKING IN EVIDENCE FOR ASSESSMENTS MADE BY RESPONDENT
54. However, the above issue on the lawful definition of"income" being
argued, even if private American's wages "COULD" somehow be proven to be lawful
"income," does this authorize the Respondent to call anything going into any
American's possession as "income" especially without documented evidence or
lawful proof of debt, and through denying discovery of exculpatory evidence
continually being suppressed, or destruction of said evidence?
55. IF the Respondent could prove with evidence on the record that "wages"
ARE lawful "income", and this court overturns all of its case precedent cited to
counter that claim,

or it disagrees with the argument for lawful and constitutional

cause, there is another tangent which compounds the Respondent's fraudulent
assessment procedures against Petitioner and others similarly situated. Claiming
that "ALL" assets in any account, including ALL gross assets entering into a
business account, is actual "income" (wages or business income/profit received) that
can lawfully be assessed is frivolous at best, and clearly fraud against Petitioner
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and others.
56. Even if this court were to overturn its original case precedent on the
original definition of income, for lawful cause, we must, in all fairness, go on to
review the actual assessment process that is claimed to be based on Petitioner's )or
any American's) actual wages or business income, and what Petitioner's (or any
American's} approximately $310,000 first tax assessment (Appendix G, Exhibit G2)
is actually based on.
57. If the Respondent is claiming to be assessing Petitioner's lawful wages or
business profits as taxable "income", the approximately $310,000 original
assessment would be prima facie evidence that Petitioner made a fairly specific
amount of actual taxable personal wages or business profits for the years in
question. Based on the apparent 30% tax rate against Petitioner, (based on the
Respondent' claim of a near $310,000 debt), the Respondent, in no lawful means,
proved that Petitioner made over $250,000 PER YEAR in personal wages and/or
business profits for each year of 2003, 2004, 2005 and 2006, ($1 million over four
years, 30% being app. $310,000), especially without any pre-assessment bank or
other evidence in the record to prove this, and missing exculpatory evidence.
58. Are the courts expected to simply assume that Petitioner (a disabled vet)
(or any other American so assessed) made that kind of actual wage or business
profit, and all without any records to verify such? The previous actual alleged
summonsed business or bank records used to make the assessment foot in evidence
in any past court) would clearly prove Petitioner's claim (if such exculpatory pre·
assessment summonsed documents even exist) that the assessment could ONLY be
upon business expenses and customer's order payments and NOT on lawful wages,
or business profits of any sort to Petitioner. The Respondent i gnored its own code.
"Gross income (26 U.S. Code §61, P. vi) and not 'gross receipts' is the foundation of
income tax liability." (U.S. v. Balard, P. xxiv). All that comes in is not "gross
income" but only that which is actual "profit" that is separate from gross business
receipts and after all expenses. The Respondent apparently ignores this fact in
Petitioner's case, and very likely all other past assessments on Americans.
59. Petitioner is a disabled Navy veteran, since 1972. He has had only part·
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time work, or self-employment, or no work at all, since 1972, and even gave up
ownership of his house because he eventually couldn't pay the expenses of upkeep,
taxes, etc., even before his complete, 100%, social security garnishment. The
Respondent knew or should have known Petitioner's financial condition from the
records they allegedly obtained through multiple summons, and available Social
Security records in evidence, (Appendix E, Exhibit E2·1 & E2·2), showing nothing
remotely in evidence suggesting a taxable wage, or receiving any business profits,
at the assessed, or any, level. The Respondent did not considered the evidence, or
bother with due diligence in lawfully determining if there was ANY wage or
business profit that was in the record, and apparently willfully, wantonly and
fraudulently assessed all "gross receipts" damaging Petitioner severely, and most
likely many other Americans, with this assessment scheme.
60. This is simply more evidence of Respondent fraud against Petitioner, and
any others similarly situated who receive such assessments. This rises to the level
of creating fictitious obligations, falsification of records and constructive fraud,
(McNally v. United States, P. xviii; Williams v. Dorsaneo, P. xxvi). The Respondent
has been clearly silent on this, and has been warned by this court before about this
silence being a form of fraud, (U.S v. TweeL P. xxv), through failing to respond to
lawful challenges and this court's case precedent, as have the lower courts also.
61. Petitioner contends that this is prima facie evidence of Respondent's
"standard operating procedures" for most every assessment, levy, and subsequent
taking of American's homes, lands, accounts and other property, and needs to be
vetted, and if discovery were allowed, evidence showing unlawful Respondent
administrative activities would surely be available.
62. Therefore, Petitioner asks this court to ORDER Respondent to provide

pre-assessment, (exculpatory) evidence in fact of any assessment of Petitioner, if not
already adjudicated, to include any summonsed or other "pre-assessment" records
used for any alleged assessment and levy process, as a proper due process oflaw
step to defend against this type of "creative" assessment scheme, or remand this
issues for proper due process adjudication.
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THIRD CLAIM FOR RELIEF· DECLARATORY JUDGMENT TWO
ON THE EXACT TRUE INTENT FOR THE 16TH AMENUMENT
63. The Respondent claims the 16th Amendment (P. v) is its authority to tax
income and wages of Petitioner and all Americans, but this position conflicts with
this court's stare decisis and historical record evidence as discussed above and
below.
64. The claim that a lawful "income" tax was "authorized" by the 16th
Amendment in 1913 is a frivolous claim. The 16th Amendment does not define
"income" nor does the language prove that a new tax on wages was suddenly
authorized by the original intent of Congress. This is only frivolously and
fraudulently presumed and enforced by the Respondent.
65. This honorable court ruled in multiple cases that there was "no new
power of taxation" created by the 16th Amendment, which conflicts with the
Respondent's claim. The following cases make this clear:
a) Bowers v. Kerba.ugh-Empire Co.,, P. x
b) Eisner v Macomber, P. xiii
c) Evans vs. Gore, P. xiii
d) Peck & Co. v. Lowe,, P. xix
e) Ta.ft v. Bowers. P. xxiii
66. If the term "income" had "a well defined meaning 'before' the (16th)
amendment to the Constitution was adopted", (1913 Congressional Record, P. vii;
Springer, P. xxii), and was long before taxed as such, by what authority does the

Respondent claim the 1913, 16th Amendment is the authority for "initiating" an
"income" tax on American's private wages, especially if they cannot and will not
lawfully define "income? This is not in evidence of any record. If the Respondent
cannot and will not define "income", how can Petitioner or any American be held to
something that is not in evidence without simply hearsay and presumption, or
know what "income" lawfully is and what their tax liability is without verifying
their tax duties and proving their liabilities by simply looking to original intent and
this court's precedent, as in this case, to find where "income" IS clearly defined?
67. Huge portions of the modern body of the actual income tax code
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instituted and understood today pre-dates the 1913, 16th Amendment. This is
plainly stated in the preface to the 1939 Internal Revenue Code, (Appendix F,
Exhibits Fl· F2 ) , and Congress' published comprehensive derivation table
(Derivation Code source, P. vii) which explicitly identifies the pre· 16th Amendment
origins of these still-current statutes.
68. There are over 300 examples of pre· 1913 derivation dates, beginning as
far back as 1862, and all sti11 relevant in today's code. This pre-existing "income"
tax was NOT originally on Petitioner's or any American's wages but only on gains,
profits and income from privileged business and other taxable activities as argued
above. In fact, President Taft, in his letters to Congress (P. viii), discusses the
actual intent of the 16th Amendment as originally structured, and proves original
intent of the actual subject of the "income" tax. A thorough reading of this letter
demonstrates several elements of this case argument.
69. The 16th Amendment simply cleared up the Pollock Court's conclusion(').
The 16th Amendment provides that Congress could "continue" ... to apply the income
tax to "gains" that qualify as "incomes" (that is, the subclass of receipts that had
always been subject to the "income" excise tax due to being the product of an
exercise of privilege), such as other taxation without being made to treat the tax as
direct and needing constitutional apportionment when applied to dividends and
rent by virtue of judicial consideration of the "source." The 16th Amendment merely
says that privileged "gains" <actual "income") can't escape the tax by resorting to

Pollock's "source" argument. (Graves v People ofState ofNew York, P. xv; So.

Carolina v. Baker, P. xxii). The Government Printing Office's document titled "The
Sixteenth Amendment · Income tax", dated 1951, (too large to reproduce herein)
clearly discusses the nature and scope of the income tax and the true purpose of the

16th Amendmet,

and this does

NOT include any discussion of private American's

The Pollock court embraced an overturned argument that when applied to
excisable gains realized in the form of dividends and rent, the "income" tax was
transformed into a property tax on the personal property sources (stock and real
estate) from which the gains were derived. (Pollock v. Farmers�Loan & Trust� 157
U.S. (1895).
4
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wages, salary or compensation for services being defined or included as "income."
70. The 16th Amendment doesn't transform the "income tax" into a direct tax,
nor modify, repeal, revoke or affect the apportionment requirement for capitations
and other direct taxes. It simply prohibits the courts from using the overruled
reasoning of the Pollock decision to shield otherwise excisable dividends and rents
from the income tax. The Treasury Department's legislative draftsman, F. Morse
Hubbard, summarizes the amendment's effect for Congress in hearing testimony in
1943:
"[T]he amendment made it possible to bring investment income within the
scope of the general income·tax law, but did not change the character of the
tax. It is still fundamentally an excise or duty ... "
71. If the original lawful "income" tax codes predate 1913, which evidence
proves, and it is to be treated as an indirect excise tax on privileged activity, and
not a "new" tax on any new subject, it begs the question ... ''by what constitutional
authority or mechanism of law or statute is the Respondent taxing Petitioner's, (or
any American similarly situated) wages, let alone aU gross business assets in any
account, as 'income', without clear and unambiguous laws and pre-assessment
evidence of record?'' This was ignored by all lower courts.
72. Wherefore, Petitioner asks this court to consider a final declaratory
judgment on the true facts and evidence regarding the true nature and purpose of
the 16th Amendment, and to clarify that its alleged (and challenged) ratification did
NOT create "any new" subject of taxation, did NOT create the "income" taxing
authority, and does NOT include private American's "wages, salaries or
compensation for services" as stare decisis and original evidence proves, or remand
this issue for due process adjudication.

FOURTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
DECLARATORY JUDGMENT THREE ON LEVY AUTHORITY
73. Respondent has been levying ALL Petitioner's social security since
February, 2016 (until Petitioner recently learned that he could suspend payments
around 8-2020). This levy of every penny of Petitioner's (and all others similarly
situated) social security flies in the face of §1024 of the Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997
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(Public Law 105-34) supported by 26 USC §6331 (h)(l) (P. vii) which states that "up
to 15%" of social security can be levied for alleged federal tax debt. By what
authority has ALL Petitioner's (and likely others) social security being levied?
Petitioner asks why is the Respondent acting seemingly arbitrarily against
Petitioner in taking or claiming ALL his social security living outside known and
standing laws?
7 4. Petitioner has an associate fas just one example) that has been having
only 15% of his social security garnished under 26 USC §6331 (h)(l), (P. vi) for over
10 years now for alleged back income tax debt, which Petitioner previously called to
the Respondent's, and the lower court's, attention, with no comment. Documented
proof is available.
75. The Respondent attempted levy of all of Petitioner's Mother's Social
Security account he was named on, but was denied this levy by the bank and rules
it provided Petitioner on such garnishment. (Appendix H, Exhibit H).
76. Respondent also claims that they have the authority and right to levy all
Petitioner's veterans disability compensation in the attempt to satisfy an alleged
tax debt, contrary to standing law, (26 USC 6334, P. vi), and this court's case
precedent of Porter, (P. xx). This levy position by Respondent was challenged by the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the 10th Circuit's remand order addressing the issue- 10th
Circuit Appeals Court case #16-1204, Reverse and Remand, (P. xx.iv), but later still
upheld by the District Court on Respondent's frivolous "payable to" argument.
77. Respondent reasoned (16-cv-00512 USDC, P. 10·12) that it was
authorized to levy ALL Petitioner's VA compensation benefits, cJairoing that these
source "payable to" assets were protected, but that once the assets were in veteran's
account, they were no longer "payable to" and were, thus, fair game for levy, citing
various supporting cases conflicting with this court's case in Porter.
78. Of course, this destroys the spirit of the original intend to protect
America's veterans. To suggest that the Respondent or courts can play word games
with clear intent of statutes, and redefine meanings merely destroys what was
originally intended to be protected by this government and courts.
79. To believe that the Respondent can levy the entirety of an American's
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living in an attempt to collect an alleged and unproven debt, thereby allowing the
complete elimination of any means for living, especially where alleged assessment
debt or pre-assessment document proof has not been provided or verified as a lawful
assessment, or where all business assets, (eustomer payments into any business
account for products ordered) can all be levied, is unconscionable.

80. Wherefore, Petitioner asks this court to consider a declaratory judgment

on the lawful authority for Respondent to levy the entirety of an American's social
seeurity assets or veteran's benefits in an attempt to collect an unproven debt,
thereby allowing the complete elimination of any means for living, and for
Petitioner, or others similarly situated, to become a burden on society and

government services, or family or friends, (if available) just to survive, or remand
this issue for due process adjudication.

FIFTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
DECLARATORY JUDGMENT FOUR ON PRIVATE AMERICAN'S ACCESS TO
THE GRAND JURY PROCESS, AND, TO CONVENE ONE OR MORE GRAND
OR SPECIAL GRAND JURIES DENIED PETITIONER
81. The American people have a logical and argued right of access to the

Grand Jury for alleged crimes, with the late Justice Scalia hammering the point
home in U.S. v Williams, (P. xxv). The "buffer or referee between the Government
and the people' Justice Scalia spoke of is impossible if one of or more of the three

branches of government is interfering with jury access, and preventing some sort of
public access as is our constitutional public right and duty to maintain vigilance
over our public servants.
82. Petitioner has made multiple court requests for a grand jury investigation
into all evidence being suppressed herein, however the courts have erred in
dismissing the various Motions to Summons a Grand Jury.
83. In 18 U.S.C. § 4 (P. v) where it states "make known the same to some
judge', there is no preclusion for "any judge" of any court to empanel a grand jury
on claims made and evidence provided. This issue had nothing to do with asking
any court (as previously and erroneously argued) to "adjudicate" the claims made,
but to take note of alleged crimes and evidence as required under 18 and 42 U.S.C.,
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and to obey the law. Surely the evidence presented herein should also be presented
to a Grand Jury by this court (18 U.S. Code§ 4 & 18 U.S. Code§ 3332. P. v) even if
this court denies these constitutional questions being heard. The Grand Jury is a
last resort for justice and truth to be investigated and exposed in a true democratic
republic.
84. By what mechanism of law can the courts deny private Americans the
right to access the Grand Jury if the Grand Jury does not belong to any one of the
three branches and cannot be manipulated by them or any officer of these branches?
To accept the standing U.S. v Williams declarations regarding the Grand Jury is
prima facie evidence that there is, and should be, an obvious pathway for private
citizens to access the Grand Jury and NOT be manipulated by, or interfered with,
by any branch of government or branch officer opinions or prejudices.
85. Wherefore, Petitioner moves this court to declare the plain law and
process regarding Grand Jury access by private Americans, and to also convene one
or more Grand or Special Grand Juries under FRCP l(a)(l), Fed. R. Crim.P. 6fa)(l),
(P. xiii) U.S.C. 18 & 42, and U.S. v Williams, in the "interest-of-justice" component
of U.S.C. 28 § 1631,

CP. vi)

and decided on the constitutional merits. (Galloway

Farms, P. xiv).
CONCLUDING ARGUMENTS ON FACTS OF THE ISSUES
86. Unless we begin to bring government back under original intent of
Congress and our Founding Generation, the Rule of Law, and this court's precedent,
our Republic will be completely consumed by the swamp, and will represent
something far worse than our Founding Generation fought against. We are either a
Constitutional Republic, or we have lost our way, our laws and Constitution, and
this court's rulings have become meaningless and ofno effect any longer.
87. There is no law or code that overrides constitutional protections of life,
liberty or property without due process oflaw and certainly not where validation of
debt has not been established or verified. Original intent is the focus and challenge
herein. This court's stare decisisprecedent presented clearly proves a different story
than what the Respondent is attempting to knowingly and wantonly, or
unwittingly, deceive the lower courts and this court with regarding Petitioner or all
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other Americans similarly situated. This court clearly, originally, aligned itself with
original intent. (Mattox v. U.S., P. xviii). The Respondent has shown willful
negligence in not providing answers and redress to simple questions, which it is
required to do, but has failed to do. (U.S. v. La Salle NB., P. xxiv).
90. Either the Respondent can answer the evidence, or it cannot, but
certainly they should be required to rebut and defend with evidence instead of being
allowed to walk freely away from the controversy with waiving rights to respond, or
by mere silence, and not be held accountable to the claims and evidence. Instead,
the Respondent is depending on the courts, (which are intended to be independent
from the other two branches of government, and an alleged separate power of our
government) to defend the Respondent, creating an air of bias against Petitioner,
and all Americans, by the lower courts, (Liteky v. U.S., P. xvii), and an apparent
willful collaboration to defraud appears between the separate powers in our
government.
91. How long does anyone continue believing in Santa Claus or the Easter
Bunny despite the clear lack of evidence for either? Why is this issue so hard for
mature, fair and just minded adults to grasp? If such standards are maintained for

this issue as with other game-changing issues of the past, we'd still believe the
earth is flat despite the clear evidence to the contrary that is now self-evident. As
already stated, this court is "free to act in a judicial capacity" ( U.S. v. Morton Salt

Co., P. xxv) to correct this error, and justice demands this for Petitioner and all
Americans.
92. Newer case precedent (stare decisis) which counters this court's original

stare decisis is relegating original standing case precedent of this court to the dust
bin of history, for expediency and continuation of Respondent fraud based on a
forgetful and a negligent lower court judiciary and the American public. Such lesser
and fraudulent precedent being allowed to stand unchallenged casts a shadow over
all courts, and renders ANYU.S. Supreme Court decisions potentially moot. If such
standing case precedent is labeled "legally frivolous' by the Respondent and
supported by the lower courts, (or any future government agency or body that
doesn't like Supreme Court findings ...), or supported even by this court against its
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own precedent, what is to prevent any standing U.S. Supreme Court ruling from
being rendered useless and labeled "frivolous' at will with any newer frivolous
precedent? Checks and balances must work properly but haven't been for
considerable time on these issues.
93. What part of the U.S. Supreme Court case precedent, which is on point
herein, is "legally frivolous' and what makes it so? What part of constitutionally
guaranteed due process of law and right to jury is frivolous, and in what way? This
ignoring of, or dismissal of, standing case precedent is setting a dangerous
precedent that could undermine any number of past or future cases on the frivolous
and erroneous precedent alone. Certainly valid and meritorious "substantial
questions" and evidence have been raised, yet the Respondent and lower courts,
instead, parrot the "frivolous' mantra, and do not give a point by point rebuttal of
evidence and claims presented as required by due process.
94. The Internal Revenue Code is a maze of obfuscation and word-smithing,
admitted to by a previous IRS Commissioner (Shirley Peterson, P. xxi), and a
unanimous 2003 "House Concurrent Resolution 141." (Not provided but available in
Congressional records at http://clerk.house.gov/evs/2003/rolll28.xml). In addition, a
1997 Government Accountability Office report, (P. xv) indicated that the GAO was
unable to determine whether the Respondent was routinely using lawful
enforcement practices or not. This is still unanswered by the Respondent but
evidence herein, and evidence in previous courts, strongly suggests the Respondent
is not using "lawful'' enforcement practices, and is routinely violating the same
against Petitioner and all others similarly situated. Vetting must occur!
95. The costs to private Americans for just preparing the erroneous
income/wage tax forms run into billions of dollars per year, not counting the
trillions in this unproven wage tax to Americans. The costs to businesses yearly for
dealing with W2's, W 4's, W9's, and being forced to act as unpaid withholding agents
for Respondent on wage taxes and such runs into the billions of dollars per year.
Imagine the relief and financial improvements to both in coITecting this obvious
fraud? This court can help unite America on solid lawful grounds in these issues
which would provide immediate relief to millions of Americans nd businesses, and
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on publicly answering when it stated it would, and even scheduled 2 or more public
answer sessions over the last 25 years, but at the last minute refused to address the
issues. Bad faith and failure to provide "Redress of Grievance" (1st Amendment).
100. Petitioner moves this court to consider carefully ... what would a Jury of
Petitioner's peers feel about such unlawful and egregious actions by the Respondent
against Petitioner, (or any American), ... years of oppression and attacks without
having Petitioner's arguments truly heard? Why has this been kept from any jury to
review over the decades? Petitioner maintains it is because anyone with a
reasonable and fair mind would immediately see the fatal flaws in the Respondent's
position, and their silence on the facts. No rebuttal to this court's standing case
precedent suggests the Respondent has no response that is lawfully valid or
credible.
101. This has caused severe financial and emotional damage to Petitioner
(and all others similarly situated), for years, and created a debt for Petitioner to
family and others, and loss of quality of life and ability to carry on daily living for
mere survival, and created credit damage, (credit cards not paid, and credit
agencies reporting on Respondent liens and levies) and severely limiting the ability
to carry on life, business pursuits or obtain loans, which cannot be sustained as is.
This certainly raises these issues to an "injury in fact" (Lujan v. Defenders of

Wi1dlife, P. xviii; Valley Forge Christian College v. Americans United, P. xxv) which
is clearly demonstrated, even in the mere ongoing threat to Petitioner, and others,
all these years, and provides convincing argument for judicial review. (5 U.S.C., §
702, P. v).
102.This controversy is ripe for adjudication, and all evidence considered to
once and for all determine whether U.S. Supreme Court case precedent is valid, or
it can be vacated at will by other government agencies or lower courts to allow a
fraudulent or hyper-inflated tax on all Americans.
103. Petitioner reserves his right to remedy and damages per previously filed
cases under Pacific Mutual Life Insurance Co. V. Haslip, et al.,No. 89· 1279, and
what this court deems fair and just.
Therefore, this Petition for a Writ of Certiorari should be GRANTED, and
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requested declarations and relief to Petitioner� and all other Americans similarly
situated, be � posthaste.

Respectfully submitted,
Date:December22,20'l0

Jeffrey T. Maehr,

924 E. Stollsteimer Rd.,
Pagosa Springs. Colorado (81147]
(970) 731 -9724

CC:

President Donald J. Trump

Acting U.S. Attorney General, Jeff Rosen
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Washington, DC 20044.
♦ President Donald Trump, 1600 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20500
♦Jeff Rosen, Acting U.S. Attorney General, U.S. Department of
Justice, 950 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Washington, DC
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No. 19-1335
(D.C.No. l:18- CV-02273-PAB-NRN)
(D. Colo.)

Defendant - Appellee.
ORDER AND JUDGMENT*

Before BRISCOE, MATHESON, and CARSON, Circuit Judges.
Jeffrey Maehr, appearing pro se, appeals from the district court's dismissal of
his tax-related suit for lack of subject matter jurisdiction and its rejection of his
requests for related relief. Exercising jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. § 1291, we affirm.

I. Background
Maehr "has continuously utilized the judicial system ...to try to avoid paying
his ...tax liabilities [for tax years 2003-2006] even though the courts have

* After examining the briefs and appellate record, this panel has determined
unanimously that oral argument would not materially assist in the determination of
this appeal. See Fed. R. App.P.34(a )(2 ); 10th Cir.R. 34.l(G). The case is therefore
ordered submitted without oral argument. This order and judgment is not binding
precedent, except under the doctrines of law of the case, res judicata, and collateral
estoppel. It may be cited, however, for its persuasive value consistent with
Fed. R. App. P. 32.1 and 10th Cir. R. 32.1.
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repeatedly concluded that his claims are without merit." Maehr v. Comm 'r,
641 F. App'x 813, 816 (10th Cir. 2016). This appeal stems from Maehr's attempt to
re-litigate the amount of his 2003-2006 tax liabilities.
Maehr first opposed the IRS's calculation of his liabilities for those years in
2011 by filing a petition with the United States Tax Court under Tax Court Rule 34.
The Tax Court dismissed Maehr's petition. He appealed the dismissal to this court.
We affirmed, and the Supreme Court denied his petitions for certiorari and rehearing.
Maehr v. Comm 'r, 480 F. App'x 921, 923 (10th Cir. 2012), cert. denied, 568 U.S.
1232, and reh 'g denied, 569 U.S. 990 (2013).
Maehr then brought this action in the district court in 2018 "to challenge the
[IRS's] tax assessments against him for tax years 2003, 2004, 2005, and 2006." Aplt.
Reply Br. at 1-2.
Early in the case, Maehr filed a motion seeking the appointment of counsel.
The district court denied the motion without prejudice, reasoning that the issues were
not yet sufficiently developed to warrant granting the request at that time. But
thereafter the court issued an order sua sponte appointing pro bono counsel to
represent Maehr. Maehr's appointed counsel later withdrew, and Maehr proceeded
pro se.
Maehr also filed a motion seeking the empanelment of a grand jury to
investigate alleged misdeeds committed by the IRS and others. Acting on the
magistrate judge's recommendation, the district court denied the motion, noting that

2
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Maehr "failed to establish that he has standing to initiate criminal proceedings or that
the Court has authority to do so." R. at 272.
Maehr further filed a motion for a preliminary injunction to enjoin the IRS
from taking any enforcement action against him. Before ruling on this motion, the
district court adopted the magistrate judge's recommendation that the suit be
dismissed for lack of subject matter jurisdiction under Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(l). It
reasoned that 26 U.S.C. § 6512(a) operated as a jurisdictional bar because Maehr
elected to dispute his liabilities for the years in question in the Tax Court in the first
instance. The court then denied Maehr' s request for a preliminary injunction as
moot.
II. Discussion
A. Failure to Appoint Replacement Counsel
Maehr observes that after his appointed counsel withdrew, "[n]o further
counsel for this instant case was provided despite being requested, and [that he] feels
this ... diminished his effectiveness in the court's eyes as pro se alone." Aplt.
Opening Br.at 16. But he does not provide any record citation to support his
contention that he requested replacement counsel and does not articulate a reasoned
argument that the district court erred by failing to appoint replacement counsel.
Because Maehr appears pro se, we construe his filings liberally but do not
serve as his advocate. See Garrett v. Selby Connor Maddux & Janer, 425 F.3d 836,
840 (10th Cir.2005). "An appellant's opening brief must identify 'appellant's
contentions and the reasons for them, with citations to the authorities and parts of the
3
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record on which the appellant relies."' Bronson v. Swensen, 500 F.3d 1099, 1104
(10th Cir. 2007) (quoting Fed. R. App. P. 28(a)(8)(A)). "The court will not consider
issues adverted to in a perfunctory manner, unaccompanied by some effort at
developed argumentation." Armstrong v. Arcanum Grp., Inc., 897 F.3d 1283, 1291
(10th Cir. 2018) (alteration and internal quotation marks omitted); see also Garrett,
425 F .3d at 841 ("Under Rule 28, which applies equally to pro se litigants, a brief
must contain more than a generalized assertion of error, with citations to supporting
authority." (alteration and internal quotation marks omitted)). We decline to address
Maehr's claim of error related to the appointment of counsel.
B. Denial of Motion to Empanel a Grand Jury

The district court noted that Maehr "cite[d] no authority that permits the
[c]ourt, in [a] civil case, to [e]mpanel a grand jury to investigate alleged criminal
acts" and concluded that Maehr could not "initiate a criminal investigation by filing a
motion to [e]mpanel a grand jury." R. at 270.
Maehr' s opening brief does not advance a reasoned argument challenging the
district court's rationale or its conclusion. In his reply brief, Maehr claims the
district court erred because "there obviously must be a mechanism through which
Americans can access the grand jury and present evidence for alleged crimes." Aplt.
Reply Br. at 17. And he cites United States v. Williams, 504 U.S. 36 (1992), in
support of this proposition. But that case addressed "whether a district court may
dismiss an otherwise valid indictment because the Government failed to disclose to
the grand jury 'substantial exculpatory evidence' in its possession." Id. at 37-38.
4
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The case did not authorize civil plaintiffs or courts in civil cases to empanel grand
juries. 1 We affirm the district court's order denying Maehr's request to empanel a
grand jury.
C. Rule 12(b)(1) Dismissal
We review de novo a dismissal for lack of subject matter jurisdiction under
Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(l). Chance v. Zinke, 898 F.3d 1025, 1028 (10th Cir.2018).
"[W]e review the district court's findings of jurisdictional facts for clear error."
Ingram v. Faruque, 728 F.3d 1239, 1243 (10th Cir.2013) (alterations and internal
quotation marks omitted).
Maehr does not dispute that he first challenged his tax liabilities for
2003-2006 in the Tax Court. Under 26 U.S.C. § 6512(a), "if the taxpayer files a
petition with the Tax Court ...no suit by the taxpayer for the recovery of any part of
the tax shall be instituted in any court. " 2 The statute's bar is jurisdictional. See, e.g.,
Solitron Devices, Inc. v. United States, 862 F.2d 846, 848 (11th Cir.1989) (per
curiam); First Nat'/ Bank of Chicago v. United States, 792 F.2d 954, 955-56 (9th Cir.

To the extent Maehr argues that the district court erred because it failed to
consider that his motion "was based on 18 [U.S.C. §] 4," Aplt.Reply Br. at 17, we
reject his argument. That section provides that "[w]hoever, having knowledge of the
actual commission of a felony ...conceals and does not as soon as possible make
known the same to some judge or other person in civil or military authority under the
United States," commits a crime. 18 U.S.C. § 4. It does not address grand juries or
the process for empaneling them.
1

This provision is subject to six enumerated exceptions, see 26 U.S.C.
§ 6512(a)(1)-(6), but Maehr does not argue that any of these exceptions applies.
2
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1986). The district court properly dismissed Maehr' s action for lack of subject
matter jurisdiction.
D. Denial of Motion for Preliminary Injunction

"We review the decision to deny a motion for a preliminary injunction for
abuse of discretion." Schrier v. Univ. of Colo., 427 F.3d 125 3, 1258 (10th Cir.
2005).
"The purpose of a preliminary injunction is merely to preserve the relative
positions of the parties until a trial on the merits can be held." Univ. of Tex. v.
Camenisch, 451 U.S.390, 395 (1981). Once the district court dismissed the case,
that purpose could no longer be served. The district court did not abuse its discretion
in denying Maehr's motion for a preliminary injunction as moot after dismissing the
case. See, e.g., Baker v. Bray, 701 F.2d 119, 1 2 2 (10th Cir.1983) ("[T]he claim upon
which the request for a preliminary injunction was based ... was dismissed by the
district court, and this action certainly mooted " any consideration of whether the
preliminary injunction should have been granted).

6
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ill. Conclusion
We affirm the district court's denial of Maehr's motion seeking the
empanelment of a grand jury, its dismissal of this action, and its denial of Maehr' s
request for a preliminary injunction. We grant Maehr's motion to proceed informa
pauperis on appeal.
Entered for the Court
Joel M. Carson ill
Circuit Judge
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IRS mission statements:
1.2.1.2.1 (Approved 12·18-1993)
P·l·l
1. Mission of the Serv�: Provide America's taxpayers top auali,ty service by
helping them understand and meet their tax responsibilities and by applying the
tax law with integrity and fairness to all.
2. Tax matters will be handled in a manner that will promote public confidence:
All tax mattErs between taxpayers and the Internal Re venue Service are to be
resolved within established administrative and judicial channels. Service
employees, in handling such matters in their official relations with taxpayers or the
public, will condret themselves in a manner that will promote public confide� in
themselves and the Service. Employees will be impartial and will not use methods
which are threatening or harassing in their dealings with the public.
4.10. 7.2 (05-14-1999)
Researching Tax Law
1. Conclusions reached by examiners must reflect correct application of the law.
regulations. court ca§e% revenue rulings. etc. Examiners must rorrectly
determine the meaning of statuton provisions and not adopt strained.
intemretation.
1.2.1.6.2 (Approved 11 ·26·1979)
P-6-10
1. The public impact of clarity. consistency, and impartiality in dealing with tax
problems must be given high priority: In dealing with the taxpaying public, Service
officials and emplqyees will e�lain the nQSition of the Service clearly and take
action in a way that will enhanre voluntary compliance. Internal Revenue Service
officials and employees must bear in mind that the public imnact of their official
actions can have an effect on res�t for tax law and on voluntary compliance far
beyond the limits of a particular cue or issue,
1.2.1.6.4 (Approved 03·14 1991)
P-6-12
1. Timeliness and Quality ofTaxpayer Correspondence: The Service will issue
quality reSJ!Qnses t.o all tamJ\yer correspondence.
2. Taxpayer rorres,gondence is defined as all written communication from a
IRS mission statements
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representative, excluding tax returns, whether solicit,ed OX
unsolicited. This includes taxpayer requests forjpfpnnation, as well as that which
may accompany a tax r eturn; re sponses to IRS requests for information; and
annotated notice responses.

t.axpayer or his/her

tone,

3. Aaualilw: =monse is timely. accurate,l!rofessional in
respopsive.tQ
taxpayer needs (i.e .• resolves all issues without further contac;t),.

1.2.1.6. 7 (Approved 11 ·04· 1977)
P-6·20
1. Information provided taxpayers on the application of the tax law: The Service
will devehp and conduct effective programs to make available to all taxpayer�
comDrehensive, accurate, and timely inf'ormation on the requirements of tu law,

and regulations.
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DEF'AffTMEN1' OF TSE 1"REJ',.SURY
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SeiJI-Pmbsr �·l, 2008
.iaffret T. Maehr

Dear Mr. Maehr:
This ra�'lf!ds il �U{ freedom d �nfcrmation A=ci (FOIi\} request cf A�ust 20, 2008,
receivcrl in our office on S�embei 10. 2�08.
You asked for documen!Btion clarifying scme

woros used in H"'te IR Code.

The Freedom cl lntorrnation Act dres not require ag&ncies to re�,cj b iiiterrogmones.
it 21sc ooes net �ire agencres to conduct research io a£15\AJSr sLJbs:ran1ive tax
quasoons or declcie wh!ch reeaii.otioo, decl&.on or statutes }'Oi; are seeking.
FurtooiTOOre, ms Aci does not requ:ra m agancy to respcnd to sfhiemerns that may t,e
more appropliaiety addressed in }udcial proceedings. The Act does not require
agencies iD provide explanations and/or corract ihe reques-'-iers misin1erp.--ata.1ion of
L'lfonnanor..
To the extant ycu are seeking racorda itlai sseb!!sh ti"N:i authority of the Internal
Revenue Sen.ice !o assess, enforce, soo coi!se! �, me S-ooeenth Amamiment t;:: ti1s
Gonstitutioo authorized C0i,gress to in� an income tax. Cong.-ess did so in Tiiis 26
oi the Urited Staies Coda, commonly known as the Internal Reverue Goda ORC). Too
!RC may coniain lrformatiOn ieSJ:;onswa in portions of your request it Is a\"8.i:ai'.:!e at
!Tlany boo1<sto:-es, p:.1b� llbrartes and cm !?la fmamet at..\1\.--m-.ks.oo._:.
income tax fdlng requiieffisnts are Supporlt� D).i �t.Jla am lmpffirnenting f€gt.,'latrons.
• -�
• ...t· • •
•
••
• 111S
� �"'!
�. -� me
hoa,i:--11t..
..
:..1 mav b e Ch::sm:intl�
_i.....
,v,11\,,1
1:,rou�n
tue :!UUC::Hsvsren:,
ru.• mroug!
n..1i: .. :� •� ,iu,
poUcy of the Internal Revsni.R SGn.lb-a to engage in correspondance i:s.aroing the
_j.ntirnl§tG�JQ.o_anci emors;ement orthe IRC. We wm not rapty to iuwre !eters cor.csm!�
!DS§.-isS1J¥1

I

If you have any questions please call me at (801) 620-7635 or write io: Internal
Reverv.Je Sec\tice, Dirotosure Office 12. MIS 7000, PO Bax 9941 Ogden, UT 84409.
Please referto case m.rnber RWOB..3485.

;·12

Sil'kierely.

ror) J
� fa _/ !; /04�

Rebert Maestas ID# 29-81692
Dlsdosure Specialist
Disclosure Office 12

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREA9URY
�TERNALREYENUESER�CE
WASHINGTON, DC aoaz4

June 25, 2015

DearMr.Maehr.
I am �g to yet.I' Reetbn rJ lnfonnalion Ad (FOIA) req1mt dated Jd'le 10,
2015 that we receivecl 00 ,1,w,e·ffl, 7.015.
Your letter asks for� proving the legal. lawful and� definilim
of i■nne that OE5t$d1he liabiity agamtyou_ You also ask for n,:es 'lf doanenls
pertanng to the IRS legal authority to aeate a liabiily, for the nanes and pOSifims of
my two mmediale s�. agent runbecs and .aL.ation that you made 1his
rorrespondaioe and al o8lel' Freedom of lnfonnation Ad requests known to them.
Income tax fling requirements are supported by stdtU1e and if11)1ementing regulations,
�k;h, may�thro� �.hooal�. not1hroug1 the FOIA. _n..k.aot.Jb&
iiJ&iUilE Ei!WIF! ii a,,�deU::��the
.J!U1c¥14UW
��• ad !Uftwca,WI! Uflle I�. Wewill 11Ui ieijyID fiilii1etiitfuiiiiamuing
,.
-these isSlies..

m

ShiJisse Tonpkins. Oisck\sure Uanagerand Theresa Gales, Pnvam Marltger, are
the names of my two mrnedia! Bt4)en.tsofs_ These positioos do not have agent
mmbers theaei>,d; no ilform8tion is responsive lo your request on agent rumbef's_
In� previous requesis, you also asked fa-documeniation l'hJwir1g what pm,ilege or
cor� at1Mty you have engaged i1 to be liable forftlng the Form 1040. dedarirG
yow wages tobe actual privie9ed gains, profit. or iMane. This� that vw are
,eq,�g your wage and i1L011e lranaaipts that �o.ed you liable forfiing a Form
1040 decterqJ� � privieged gam, profit, or income.
Treasury Rsgl&ition 28 CfR 601.702(d) proo.ndes that� for reconis pn•eswt i"I
amdance with routi1e agency �ures are specifically exdlded from the
processing requirements of FOIA.
As a result, Disck>sll'e offires wil no longer prooass � fortranscqlls 1.mer tne
FOIA. Your leqleSf: is not beng pnlt?:Ssed You need to r&BUJmi � ntqUESt using
the �ed MYM!!PS forabtllning the i� you need.

2
We apologize for any inconvenience this may cause you

If you have any ques1ions please me at (512) 460-4433 or wrie m: Internal Revenue
�. Disda;r_m Scanning Operatioo- Slop 93A, PO Box 621506. Atlanta, GA
30362. Please refer to case number F15168-0037_
SincerelY.
,,-)
--..

:3/111•,-�

Jeremy \Mxxts ID# 02-21413

Disclosures�

Disck>sure Office 09
Enctosure:

Proarlures 1•Party Requesters

'-•bnent ofthe T,aasury

Internal Revenue Service
PO BOX 11138
CASPER, WY 82602
Data.: 0W7/2014

J'l1

EM S?PimNwPt9

,_,._l .. W

JEFFREY T MAEHR

17131/2003, 12131'2004, 12/31/2005,
12131/2006, 12/3112fJ04
�la�
GARV MURPHY

...,......,, ............
10001n005

e.tbd'N....__... ;

(307)261-63/0 WI

C.-.Sltoas:

12:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Tt-.s is in reply to your recentco�
Federal tax laws are passed bJ Congress and signed by the President. The lntemal Relenue
Service is respons;ble for admirisuating federal tax laws fair1y and ensuring that taxpayers comply
with the laws. We do not have authoity to cha,1ye the tax laws.
The Internal Reveooe SmAm strwes to coled the proper am0ld of� at lhe �cost to the
public, and in a mamer that warrants the highest degree of pLtJlic aJl1fidern: in cu inlegrky,
efficiency. and�- In dClDf,\.elling U.S. wemntbJaly sirweto � � �
legitimate account problems as afl'ectiveJy as possible. While tax c.dtedio;. is not a popular function
of gowmment. it ctear!y is a necPssaty one. Wllhout it al olherfundnls wol,jd � Qlla5e
There are people who encourage othels to deiberately W>late cu nation's tax laws. It would be
unbtunatB if� we,eto rely on theiropillions. These �taka legal� out of contbxt
and dalm 1hat they are not subject to tax laws. Many offer advice ttlSI ls false and mi5'!adi-lg,
hopng to �-xu-age others to Join them. Generalfy, their advice isn't free.. Taxpayers v.flO �
this kind of inbnnallon often wtld up paying m0Rt in tuies. ir� and penalties than Utey wowd
have paid simply by filing a>rrect IBX rellms. Some maySllljec2 � to oirra'lal �
including fines and passible tmaJtsormeot
Federal courts have mnsistendy ruled against the argtnents � t9'e made. �.wewll not_
,e.sporo to Mm! corresporoence a>ncenWlQ these issues.
_.,._ �

UU. 3175 0-1999!
,..___ �I

•

[ Exhibit V l

_UamdStafobe............. �State
IV�D-C. 2WDJ

I

Dear Mr. ·Mdr.
Thcl>qild'IIDdltmSllllellasmioml U.S.�lldllkSZ19ru38,�to)'IJUOll
� S, 2014. aloGg nhanyod.7'¥8Jicf IPSSJ■m maed ID :,au. �to 22 C.F.R. §§
Sia> (aX3) aadSJ.62 (a)(l). These �provide tbllaU.S. pasq,M maybe�
when tbebcam is ccfflfit.d by 1bc Sccadwy afk UQ31Df as taring amiamt.J ddws1►11! •-ax
debt as clr.sczibed in. 26 U.S.C. §7345. The� citied in Ibis klller-may be bud at
hqn-...fwww,a;fr,.m&
The� ofthe Th:a:saly bas ccm&d lo the� ofStale that ,oo hnea saic:msty
ddioque.-111K �in� wilb 26 U.S.C. §734.S. Thn•ficr:, you are DOI mlidcd ID bald
a U.S. pai\.\JMt and your� is� pW51anP ID 22 c.F.R_ §§ Sl..60 (a)(l) ml SI Bl
(a)(l). YoulllB.J 1eawi)' fmapespurtoace1he Sewdaiy.af'lbe'llaNy lm�tolbe
U.S. �ofS.. drat you� SJIM6rd )Glrtax oiligarium.
Under 22 C.F.R. §§ SI.7 and SI .66, lhe U.S. pmpartnaaimdrJnl•Zb ,al� U.S.
..durm:t bewnn.A.,.,J 11J10D «maocl Pbzimuw,S1Pcbtdllm U.S. �
!'MDbaSm.32S38, along wilhmy � vaJidU.S. � mDito:,uq. to dlcmllowing
addn:m: U.S. Dqwtoc:rc ofSwe. ann.: RJ61, � 44132 MclRn Cin:Je, P.O.
Box 1227, StolQg, VA 20166-1227.

r..,...,.,.,.

Thcn:isno �.mvicw orappcal t.diJR:lhr: � of State. lhcDq.fflnentof
Staas DO filnht% in1bnnatiDn fDdliiMC your ID obligaMm Sid c:aanot Ori.ii4 the
�dtlcDcasw1•s� AD��yoarDUoNipoonsl!IIIQbc
addscs.u with lhe T111r!1'11ftl �UC Scma (IRS). If�� YUi& � rAk&.d YUla' bl(
� you nay -wmto1be IRS at� liJDawing � t►.pa'1la:ial ofthe�,
lscmaJ�� Ann; 1'1Sspnt.P..O.Box820l,P!ieit-Hpl\ia, PA 19101-1'208. You
may abocal thc:IRS at:(�) l-lSS-519--4965 m{ia:rmlianal) 1..167-941-IOIM.

Sincadv�
Burallof��
P&!ipaltSawzs
Office of Legal Affim and
Law E..iinwucac Limon

Your payment \\'ould be about
$914 a month
/
1 1 --,r/
C- Xl?lbi" / Cat full retirement age

,Uy 19, 2015

Jeffrey T. Maehr

Your Social Security Statement
Are you thinking about retiaenmt? Are you ready &x retirement?
We have tods that can help you!
• &timalc your lbtwc n::tiremcra benefits using ou. actiaanad cstimmor
• Awly iJr rc:a.cmcra, spouse's, Medics.:, or disability benefits using oor Odilre Applications
• And c,10e you receive benefits yas can manasc your benefits within rny Social Scaaity
Your Social. Seari}, Sla,emeni tells you atn. bow mada yoa or yow family ••Id rem\le in disability,
survivor, or retiremeot benefits. It also includes our record rA your lifetime earnings. Chedc out your earnings
history, and Jet us bow ri&bt away if yoa liDd an enor. This is impoctant because we base your benefits on
our record� yo..- lifetime �s.
Social Security benefits are not intended 1D be your only soarce of income wbea yoa relin. On aw:rage.
Social Security will replace about 40 pstalt � your annual pn;.adileanmt earnings. YOU wiO need otN,r
savings, inves1rua1Cs, pensions, or- retirement accounts to live oomfildab)y � )'OU retire.

�w-�:_

C"an:�'\-11 W. Cohiu
Aeling Commissimer

Follow the Social Security Administratirn at these social media sites.

fJ

YouM

Your Earnings Record

----
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YanY•

!!lf-'-1

Yaur'Jad

•

SoaaiScad\y
1uc

.0£x61b/rc2
YowTl!led

Midicac

"ltarsYoa

■

\I&.._,.'

-:moo2001

.-2002
.. 2003

.,,,. Z004
200,

I

2006

�

3)07

200I
Dl9
2010

2011

2012
2013
2014

�led taas paid for Social Secwily:
You paid:
Your employers paid:

....� ,:r�
YaurTatd

Sodil S-i.,
f.-i<m
0

7,611

12.000
12,330
13,l90

3,ll11

Yaurnllllld

l4lltillft

fei!p_
0

�A-.>•·,
�\: SI

yeq,r5

l,l90

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

Nc&,ott�

Es1imaled 1aXespaid bMedicare:
You paid:
Yourempayaspaid:

NdJd ftlalC1lad

•

Net.: c.n.11)', ,- _.:,o.,.emplilyer •cla pey • U ,--ts.a.I S-.rilp ta• •P eo Slll,SNal',-r --.p _. • U5
P1ftatlledbre
:,o■r......, If,-.,.. .......,__ yo■ pay die- mmllil1d eapllJNaadl _,..,._, _1,wliidl iu
JZA ,.._. Sorill S...rilym• .. ID SU ... ofJOllrlld •raiap ada 2.t ,-.. Mrt·-... •• ,-r• lint .t •nap. lf
,- llawe•ned--. ..,_ ._ SJOl,IN (SHU8I •-nWco■pla .. j..cly).:,oa w .., IS peff•t-.e la M&4bn:

..-.

ta••

Help Us Keep Your Earnings Record Accurate
You, your employer and Social Security share rcspoosibilil)' iJr
lheaccwacyofyour cniags record. Since you began wodcm&
� .tulldfd yow reporled eamiog, under your mme and Social
See1dy mmbu We hive updlfed yourrecord each time your
cmploF (m you.if yoa'te schupla,cd) RpOl1td ycu
Rananber. il's "J'NI c:arningos. nca !he aJIIOld af'taxesyoupaid
er the number of a1'dils you•� earned. dial deli:nnine your bmeGt
amOld. When we figlft 1h11 lftl0Ud. we base it on )11JUr
canamgsO\U' yar lii:1irne. Ifour records are wrong. you may not
nmene el 1he bmefih lo \Wich yotbe e-alilled.
Rewicw IWadm.- areMy � your own records to make sure
our infilnmtion is coned amd that wne recorded each yaw you
waked. You're lbr: ody pcnon who c. look• the earnings chat
and know whdbcr it is complete and cma:t.
Somec:rll ofyoureaaings liomle91yarmay not be shown
m your
II could bethat we still were poc:icssi� i.t

)Gf's earnings reports when your Slateaart was pre�. Note: If
you worked formon: lhaa oaeeq,loyer d� any yar. «ifyou
had both euaiQgs and selkqiloymed income, we combined your
eamirgs b !he yf!M.

eauqp.

'DMn's■limil•t!le___. ofaniap•wllim,-pay
Sodal Secarily Ina eadl ,-,-. The limi inaascz yearly.
Eami•abovc lhe limit wil not appear- on you reaming, c:han
iii Social Security emruogs. (F« Medican! toes, the maxim um
earningt amom beg• rising in 1991. Since 1994.■II ofyour
ean-.gs arc tuied fbr Mcdic::uc)
C..U • rtgM away at 1�"772-1213 (1 a.m.-1 pa. your local
time, 1TY l.,._l2:S47'71) if aay � byan betunlall
,ear are shOW1l inconutly. Pleae have your W-2 «tax return
iir those yaa IM.ilable (If you IM outside the U.S.. follow !he
clift,aioos • 1hebo110mofpege4.)

awnse

Stale,..,.
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UNITED STATES
STATUTES AT LARGE
CONTAINING 1HE

I.AWS AND CONCURRENT RESOLUITGIS

ENACTED DURJNG 1HE FIRST SESSION OF THE
SEVENTY SIXIH CONGRESS
OF Tiffi UNITED STAlES OF AMERJCA

1939
AND

TREATIES, INTERNATIONAL A-OREEMENTS OTHER
IBAN TREATIES, AND PROCIAMATIONS
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JEffREY T MAEm

a:59793

Notice of certification of your seriously delinquent fedefal tal debt to tile State Department

Amount due: $255,035�37
On Demmber4. 201 S. as p;wt ci the Rxilg
Anlelica·s Suiface Trnportalion lfASr) Aa.
Congn55 enacll!d Sec.1ion 7345 of h! lrfemal
Rewrue Code. Whidl ll!Qliles lhelrumal
Rl'WIIUe Sew:e to norify lhe �e DepartmMt
of ra,;pa,ffl0!1tfied as rMftga setiously
deirQJent rax debt The FAST Act genera�
pidltits the Sta� Departnnt rran isSling ex
nY1MRJ a passport 10 a tallpa,ef with saious�
dellQ8\ttlcdebt
We have cerlilied ID fie Sa Oepaitneit lhat
yourraxdebt i5 58DISlydellquecft.

Oiling Summary

5fria.9

Anult of
delnpnt till eta CM!Ct
Amount due by August 15, 2018

� stow !hat y0u still o,,e USS.(BS.37. This
amcur idd5 penalr,aoo inb!rest cmC)lll!d
TD 30davs from the date of lhi!i
Thl5 ncmorf, indudes the ponbn d ,iur tax
debt thar has been ctflifted to the State
Depatment as seaoustydelincJ,ent, as defiled
below. You ..a, have adcllional t•dl!b lhat is
rd indoded in dlis nocia!.

rm::e.

What you� to blow

�det•ri bl dl!bt 5 tac debt (iiduding peNliias and inlfld ld-V mo•e
than ss1.ooo• b oh:
• We hM! filed a Nmia! of Federal Tax Lien am ,:iw •� righis under
tntanal Revenue (.ode PRC) Seaion 6320 have been l!'JChausted or lapsed. Cll
• Wehave. at a1J lime, mued it lel,y ID m1ea dis dlu.
• Jhe SS1.000 threshold &adjusted ,eetlJ for �1r you ant, ror a pas51JOO or paSSport ienewal. tile State [)epil1ment wil deny,
clAll<alOn and wl Id 5lJe itp.1S5Jntll
orrl'N.'W ,our Ctm!l'll JB'SJD't.
If WoUOJCrmtly hiWe a .arid pilliOmt. the Stale ll!p:aflme,lt IRilJ RM>keJEU pa�rt
o- linit yoc, abilty 10 Ir.Mt outide lhe lnled Stnes.
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� e• -.,.•,......_ •••es ,•w
-.n=.-:hva ·•
� llisinlUtdllliPd»:lw...til8.,,...••..•od&•NCI-IPdt5.«lli:it,;a;

�fflmP�Oe,.'l;-.erl:

�fJ!IYlRi!CtlillKI.JJS a� ben2!,f pr.;yt11e;itrefenaf tom
Ser. 21Z.2(b) p{lidb}'directdepi1Sfttu on m:mrmtwitbt.'ie
ci1aiatlu"'Xt'1!.m:Ctied In �54 rm:J 55Djfhe0,mpacy
Er.tty Desaiptiorfj'.eld ofme Butrh Ht:ader Re.:old cfitbe dlrezt
depositenby.

I-IS- 2.o

DateEiamishmant ReteivecJ

Time of AtaJUnt �eview

"'Must becompkreti witltin 2 business da';5 of receipt blzlan� as
&{time��-

tookback Period End Date

St.nts tTiew.iyprJ;:xt.: �re?,:iew,mdtmm prof;eel:!,r.g .:C
m:m:hs. &:mlpfe: �n:vkwJuiy .!, IDo!c t,Gd;/sl;;;;;;r: 30back to
,Eipri130.

O&te

i-Z.(31 /? o,C

.ss.-

P��-um�e-

Less::rofacroom baicma? date ofrev'.-:�1 DE w."!i! offe:krai
bem:fit� ever lotlkbpdc pe,ioo.
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Hold� or�Amoum:
03t9of Notke
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